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active command of the disturbed section of the Kanawha coal field, where
almost a score of miners and guards
were killed in yesterday's battles.
With a provisional regiment of five
companies he moved out from Paint
Creek junction, two being sent to the
Cabin Creek district, where trouble
was expected today, i and three, under
command of Major Thomas D. Davis,
taking the road to'.Mucklow, where
yesterday's fighting. was fiercest, ortiers were issued to clear the
tains of armed men and many
rests were expected before night. In
some quarters, the opinion was
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Into the mountains and the soldiers
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prepared for eventualities.
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the legislature, now! m session nere.
conferred until late in the morning,
and at the termination of the conference it became known that, the commander of every military company in
the state had been ordered to hold
his men in readiness for immediate
service.
One result of the outbreak, it was
'
stated, would be the introduction in- to the legislature of a bill providing
for a state constabulary, the opinion
being very general that if an adequate
force of trained men hntl been on
guard the fighting would not have
curred.
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said: "We all at this moment are un- How much further must this tele- ly, of Denver, Is the Denver ant "olo
the deep impression created by
gram travel before it shall reach the rado legalrepreseulative of tho West oti
lands of the speaker of the house of cm Union Company. Superintendent the reading of the last message to the
world left by Captain Scott. It is
representatives here, in compliance McClintock states that alleged forged
Tokio, Feb. 11 Official notification the city of Osaka today. The offices with the expressed will of the people telegram has been forwarded to Le- oi:e of the most moving and pathetic
utterances in the annals of discovery.
was made today ot the resignation of of the newspapers which support cf New Mexico? Must It cross- the gal Department of company at New
Prince Katsura, the premier, were at- ocean and circle the globe? Must it ork. This department can be reach It is the message of a brave, enduring
The government's petition in equity
Chicago, 111., Feb. 11. The ChicaPrince Katsura, the Japanese pre- tacked
n.an in the face of a most tragic go, board of trade the great grain ex- asks the United States district court
Several pass through Russia and China and ed through president
of comoan
by great mobs.
his
cabinet.
i
m
career was one or sen sac' change of the United States was for a temporary restraining order, to
mier, together with
deaths are reported.
,1,1..
x uj ill. ii
stop in the Philippines at the head- v auuuL c
Mult, tieain. mis
juu ail
The situation in this city was quarters of the Western Union LEGAL Understand it was requested
Count Gambei Yamamoto Is to be
by girl rifice and devotion to the service of charged by the federal government, be followed, after final hearing with
filed here, today, a permanent Injunction
prohibiting
crerator to ask stHpr.cted party to his country. We can only say that his In a civil anti-sui- t
officially Installed in the office of quieter today. The rioting of last DEPARTMENT?
Baron Takaaki night in which seventy persons were
Premier tomorrow.
Will it be able to make the trip in return message after carbon ropy of lust appeal will not fall on deaf with violating the Sherman law by the fifteen hundred and more mem
Kato, formerly ambassador to Great killed or seriously Injured, ceased in eighty days like Jules Verne's here or ttune had been found in th i w.iWe ears."
arbitrarily fixing, during the hours bers of the board from continuing
The premier was so deeply moved the exchange is closed, the prices of an alleged unlawful conspiracy to de
Britain, will retain the portfolio of the early hours of the morning. The will it do it in Nellie Bly'a record ot basket. Governor McDonald tiljo Is
severe cold compelled the mobs to 72? If so, it must not loiter long in sn; posed to be acqua'.Tt ed ' wtii
foreign affairs. '
wheat, corn, oats and rye, to be re- stroy competition and restrain InterViolent political riots broke out In seek shelter.
state commerce.
lieved in Chicago.
(Continued on page eight).
.igeon holes!
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UN6LE SAM BRINGS SUIT VS.
GREA T GRAIN EXCHANGE
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Removal Notice

bUUHY

OFFICES

UPSET?

Uftlb

Sourness and Food'
Fermentation.

GROCERY CO.

VACATED

BABY IN GREAT

BY THE SENATE

Sluggish, BowelsCausegasesjBY

THE WINTER

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1913.

REASON

OF

THE OFFICE

Spread Until Nearly All
Over Body. Crust on Head. Hair
Fell Out. Itch Terrible. Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

On Face.

DILATORY TACTICS
OF LABOR

IS

SIONER

MISERY WITH

COMMIS-

ABOLISHED

CON-

That awful sourness, belching of
OPPOSE FREE TEXT
GRESSMEN
Monroo, 'Wis. "When my baby was six
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
weeks old tliere came a rash on his face
PROMOTIONS
JACKASS
BOOKS
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
which finally spread until it got nearly all
over his body. It formed a crust on his
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
UNPOPULAR.
head, hair fell out and the itch was terrible.
eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness
When he would scratch the crust the water
and sick headache, means a disorwould ooze out in big drops. On face and
dered stomach, which cannot be regu(Ily Gilson Gardner.
body it was in a dry form and would scale
lated until you remove the cause. It
11.
Refusal
Feb
V.
off.
He was In great misery and at nights
C,
Washington,
isn't your stomach's fault, Your'to confirm any appointments
until I would lay awake holding his hands so
stomach is as good as any.
President Wilson conies into office that lie could not scratch and disfigure himat first, then
Try Cascarets ; they immediately ilas resulted in vacating the office of self. I tried simple remedies
got medicine, but It did no good. Finally
cleanse and regulate the stomach,
of labor. Prof. Charles
a friend suggested Cuticura Remedies, so
move the sour, undigested and fer-- i..
of I sent for a sample to seo what they would
ei i8 now
and
food
take
the
foul
his
menting
gases;
iabor, Slnce tne ;!l8t 0f January
do, w iK ii to my surprise after a few applica
excess bile from the liver and carry saiary naB stopped and the duties of tions 1 could see an improvement, and he
off the constipated waste, matter and m8 offlce have fallen to the chief sta- - would rest better. I bought a box of CutiOli.tment and a cake of Cuticura Soap
poison from the intestines and bow- tistician, G. W. W. Hanger. This ts cura before
I had them half used my baby
els. Then your stomach trouble Is due to the r.eculiar character of tin; and
was cui'.'d. His head is now covered with a
A Cascaret tonight will law creatinr this office. In practical
ended.
YOU WONT GET "PINCHED" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
liixuriai;! growth of liulr and his complexion
is admired by everybody and has no disall other instances the incumbent-;
straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will hold until their successors
are ap- figurements. I hope other mothers will FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
by my experience and not be worn
knows
keep your stomach sweet; liver and pointed.
what profit
'
While nobody
GOODS,
out with poor babies who are tortured with
bowels regular for months. Don't for- the president-elec- t
it
to
is
do,
intends
skin and scalp affections." (Signed) Mrs.
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
get the children their little insides lather reasonable to assume that lie Annie. Saunders, Sept. 29, 1011.
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so much
will reappoint Charles P. Neill. Them
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
Hay,
are few officials who have kept l.ielr for poor complexions, red, rough hands, and
and cost so little
thin
and
hair,
falling
dry,
kfflces
wn
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
)
and
as free from politics
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROP8.
BARNES SEES A
that it is almost criminal not to use them.
have rendered aB good general service Sold I y dealers throughout the world. LibaALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds, ia bulk and packages
SPLIT AMONG
Xeill has. The big testimonial to eral sample of each mailed free, with 32-WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
his ability and integrity is the fourteen book on the skin and scalp. Address postREACTIONARIES volume
Dept. T, Boston."
Phone U. if its Hardware We Haven 9U0qd report on women and child card "Cuticura,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
j
lf.bor. This report has told til-- truth
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.
Albany, X. Y., Feb. 11. The Repub about conditions of labor in tho ?outh,
lican party and the Progressive party notably the children in the cotton
iu their P0'itical expressions on the mills, and as a result of its t'Uthful- Phone Black
Black
Phone
question oi individual rigius are uh ntss Neill has raised up for himself a ROUTED BY RATS
45
45
v.lde apart as the north pole and the
large number of very powerful and
NA RFNT Tfl PAV

Have now taken possession of

their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

INTER

i

GROCERY CO.

1

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

.

Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Flour

)

j

LEO HERSCH

i

Wood

oal

..

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

j

J

V. SPARKS,
ELECTRICIAN,
and

i

FIXTURE WORK

i

House Wired While You
HAVE IT DONE AT COST,

C

Phone 223 J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Biabee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, AriPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

FP ToElPaso,
PROM QAMTA
lA

lC

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

I

LIGHT
a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot, on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ODS, Electricity plays

desired.
1

POWER

'"'s

f

osU

amalgamate.'

dress on "The
e,a 01 lne navy; Economical Marketing."
vl.o
jackass promotions
f
ie fathered by Representative
Hob-so-

Z,

NO GIRLS HAVE

"TIT,

N

Problem
delivered

.

of

at

of Alabama. Mr. Hobson explain
ed that the officers like jackass pro- - TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Urbana, 111., Feb. 11. "There is not motions and will accept them if
they Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
a perfect foot among the 1000 girls c innot get other kinds, but they would
Tablets.
refund money if
at the University of Illinois, and like to be relieved by suitable appro--! it fails to Druggists
cure. E. W. GROVE'S
more than that, there never will be
Mr. Mann
j nature is on each box. 25c,
as long as shoe fashions for women n,easure. For those whoopposednot the
ha
may
remain as they are," said Miss Gert-lud- informed in the
of the
M. Moulton, director of physi- --r .fcvr It --oViaiiM haterminology
oi,lnnAJ
uuu.u
j,
cAjiamcu, an air.
riTjTjxrfiruijiruu XTLnrmnnmnna
cal training.
Hobson
to the house, that 5
2
She has just completed an examina- this termexplained
i
applies to a piuuiuuou
tion of the young women's feet.
which does not give the officer any
"We do not make the examination
in quest of a perfect foot," continued pay with his advancement. The
when promoted perform
the
Miss Moulton, "but with the Idea in
view of helping those with bad feet duties of the higher grade and later
" ";uc
"
ey oegm
We found some that might have been
to receive the pay of the higher erade.
rear perfect, but shoes have ruined The
SEASON
in the interval is a
promotion
them. There was only one girl whose
measurements in the remotest manner jackass promotion.
The interests which are opposed to
IS
Approached perfection."
any law regulating child or woman
lxbor particularly the southern cotFIND MONEY LEFT
We are fully prepared
BY DEAD BOARDER. ton mill owners have found comfort
to
answer satisfactoriu the publication of a book called
The
Child
ToiletirThat
Not,"
ily all your wants
by
Marshall, Mich., Feb. 11. Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Smith were greatly sur Thomas R. Dawley, Jr. This purports
to be the story of a government
LOOK THIS LIST OVER
prised today when looking over the
Daw-lethat was suppressed.
effects
of
personal
Henry Kennedy,
was employed by the bureau of
CAREFULLY:
v ho died suddenly
at their home,
where he had been stopping since the li.bor to make an investigation into
SARDINES, Imported and Dodeath of his wife last April. They conditions of the child in southern
cotton mills, but In the beginning he
opened a fmall grip and found 11400
mestic.
iu cash and two bank notes showing took the position that the children
bad been much improved by being
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
deposits of more than $300 in each of
from the mountain farms and
the local banks. They also discovered
'
into
mills
the
put
and
his entire rea will executed
December 12,
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
his entire estate, valued at port became a special plea for the
mill owners as benevolent persons
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
$3000, to Mrs. Smith. The will was
were
vho
doing
but
nothing
filed iu probate court today.
good for
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,
the children. He had trouble with the
labor commissioner and finally it beKIPPERED HERRING,
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
came necessary to
discharge him.
by local applications, as they cannot His relations with the commissioner
YARMOUTH BLOATER,
reach the diseased portion of the ear. vere investigated thoroughly by
CAVIAR, LOBSTER.
There is only one way to cure deaf
Nagel, who upheld Commisness, and that is by constitutional sioner Neill. (And Nagel is no ramFRESH MACKEREL,
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an pant reformer.) TWs special plea for
lininflamed condition of the mucous
MILCHER HERRING.
the southern cotton mill owners is the
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When lugicai sequel. The way the book is
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- being purchased and distributed by
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and the rich mill owners is a good indi- CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
when it is entirely closed, Deafness isTcation of its inspiration.

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
stove
is ready to cook yoW
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerf ully given.
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N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
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-
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PERFECT TOOTSIES

rllUlH dAfl
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cam-raig-

'

Have Your

Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc.

1

j

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

J

v

i

THE RELIABLE

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING

I

pouth pole."
Otherwise there is no great differin the United
Democrats
ence in the concrete proposals of the tionary
New York, Feb. 11. Persons living
Men
like Overman,
Slates
senate.
two parties.
?w York don't have to pay rent
Simmons and Bacon have!'r'
Thornton,
William Barnes, Jr., chairman of secretary and nnbliclv antagonized t.hn U they move out of the place .because
..
.
.
.
ntnto cnmmlttAP., mnria
hAtl.n-- n
tlio Rpnnhlinfln
.
ana nave uireaienea on Ilat,
rseiu
uwic,e UJ .nt.
1 08
this assertion at the annual dinner of many report
occasions to get his scalo. Bailev
appellate division of the su- mathe Albany county
Republican
tiied to prevent the printing of the re--! preme court decided that question in
chine, in reply to the suggestion that port. Reactionaries from the north-illl- e
case of the Banard Realty com- the Republican and Progressive par- ern and western states, men like Gal-- ! Pn-V- . against Carl Bonwit, who, with
ties amalgamate.
and Smoot have his wife' moved Into tne toP floor off
linger, Root,
Barnes has been designated by a sunDorted the Lodge
new apartment nouse m September,.
southerners in this fpel.
committee which investi- ing. On the other hand all the or- 1910, and moved out again in Novem
legislative
gated conditions in Albany as the
interested in women and ber, although they had a year's lease.
' most
of ganizations
The landlord sued, but the defend-- '
beneficiary"
conspicuous
child welfare, as well as organized
ant won in the municipal court. The
graft.
labor, are behind Neill and if he is
"At its convention in Baltimore,' replaced it will be aeainst their vie- - nppc Hate court swung around to the
tide of the tenant and for the followSaid Mr. Barnes,
"the Democratic tr0us protesting reasons:
party, expecting victory through the
school
children
with
Supplying
"The disturbance of the tenants,"
Lssault made upon Republicanism by text books at
reis
public expense
said Justice Clarke, "was caused by
a part of its former membership, was
some
members of congress
garded by
discreetly silent on the question of as incendiary and Socialistic. The the nightly meetings and perform-- ;
ances of rats, which increased until
individual rights, but there are thou- new
chairman of the public lands com the place became untenable.
Consands of men who' voted for Wilson
Mr. Ferris, feels this way. Oitions
in the modern
who think as we think on that sub-- j mittee,
When the district bill was under con- - house were such as were apartment
unknown
ject, and also thousands who think s'deration he
participated in the de- to the ancients.
The tenant could
as the socialistic mind thinks.
One member was ursine that not pull down the walls and
"No man can fortell when the Dem bate,
the parents of poor children be com- He and his family should not ceilings.
be com
ocracy must undefgo the same treatment that the Republicans experienced pelled ' to appear before the board and pelled to pay rent for an apartment
to their poverty before
swear
they in which they could not live. We
at Chicago in 1912. But it is a matter
was justified in!
rf time only when the Democrats will could get books Mr their, children. An think the
insist upon knowine for what they other member protested that this the abandonment of the premises."
are voting, as the Republicans and would be humiliating. Ferris express- ed the idea that all poverty is humi-- j LAYS THE BLAME
Progressives insisted in the last
uming, out mat it should be meek-- !
TO USE OF 'PHONE.
norne. Said he: ','If a man is in
"While necessar ydivision in Demo- ly
11. "The wife who!
Feb.
Cleveland,
me poor nouse that humiliates him. ,
.
.
cratic thought is impending,
it is and so
UV,CD "c'
over me teiepnone
on all
if
th
1.3
tha nine
latner strange to hear of the pro- to
man
its last analysis, if a man is poor ,
posal that the Republican party and
that
humiliates
him, and where is this
the Progressive party

IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO
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P

CAPITAL COAL YARD

THE

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

HERE!

inves-t-gatio-

Weed

AM?sfTAiL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

n

y

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW

MEXICO

xm

ij

0

F

P. AGENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the V S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throuKhout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and meutal development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
K. A. CAHOOS. President.
J. E. RHEA,
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POl, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and illustrated
address,

COL.JAS. W.WILLSON.Sup..

cata-ogu-

Sec-rotar- y

the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube re ?0 BOYS ON BOBSLED
stored to its normal condition, hear-- !
RUN INTO A WAGON.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Ashland, Pa., Feb. 11. Coasting
uanes uui ui ten are cause- - oy ca down Centre street, Ashland, a bob- tarrh, which is nothing but an In- - sled, containing twenty boys, crash
named condition of the mucous sur- ed into a horse driven by Harvey
faces. .
Ha use. Horse,
sleigh, driver and
We will give One Hundred Dollars coasters were spilled in a wrecked
foi any case of Deafness (caused by and bloody heap, but only one, Carl
caiarrn) mai cannot be cured by Bicket, was seriously hurt None esHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- caped without cuts or bruises.
At Mahanoy City, a son of the Rev.
culars, free.
F. J. CHENET & CO., Toledo, Ohio. Laplsh, the Methodist minister, lost
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
control of his sled and coasted into
Take Hall's Family Pillo for
Mahanoy creek. He was fished out
practically unhurt

FRESH FISH
Wednesdays

&

Fridays

OYSTERS
Modern Grocery Co.

BARTELDES' SEEDSII
S

WESTERN SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS

E
E

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED

If not

I

"V
at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct

OUR 1913 CATALOGUE

FREE.

D Our Specialty

S

Dry Farming Seeds
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,

Box 1804,

.

Department Q,

i .

Denver, Colorado.

and Ga&a
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We WUI Save You Money
;
on Your Feed Bills. Let ut have a Trial
You.
Order and Convince

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J

SuunnnnuvuyuutnJ-rifuuuuinui-

ri

.

116 OAL1STEO

STREET.
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BILL HUGHES. LABOR UNION CARD IN HIS VEST TUT
POCKET, JOINS UNITED STATES SENATE

The Stomach
Is the Target

'

i

I

OF

Fondest Hopes
Realized Health, Happiness and Baby.
rinttsburg, Miss. " Lydia E.

R. R. !

Mrs. Wilkes'

Aim to make that Btrong and digestion good and you
No chain is stronger than its weakest
will keep well
With
No man is stronger than his stomach.
link.
stomach disordered a train of diseases follow.

Pink-ham'-

1

pr.pierce j.

raryII Denver & Rio Grande

FIRST

BOYLE O'REILLY WRITES FERSONALITY STORY
UNION MAN TO GET INTO "MILLIONAIRES' CLUB" IN WASHINGTON.

MARY

1

nCARCQT

SCOTTISH

SANTA FE, N. M., FEBRUARY 17 TO

s

Vegetable Compound has proved
very beneficial tome, for now I am well
and have a sweet, healthy baby, and
our home is happy.
"I was an invalid from nervous pros- tration, indigestion and female troubles.

Golden Medical Discovery

makes the utomnch henlthy, the liver active and the blood part. Mads from -of alcohol. Sold y drugplsts, in
forest roott, and extracted wiihout the use
liquid form at $1.00 por bottlo for over 4U yean, itiving- general satisfaction.

MASONIC REUNION

RITE

20,

INCLUSIVE.

t

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for the round trip from

5

stations Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,

t
t

Colo., Alamosa, Colo., Espanola, N. M.,
and all directly intermediate stations

If Ton nrefer tablets aa modified by R. V. Pierce, M. D.. these can be
bad of medicine dealers or trial box by mail on receipt of OOc In stamps.

SELLING DATES:
cents, but reports from the
west indicate very little bidding for
1li
new clip. Some sales of old territory stock In original bags show IS
rents for Wyoming, while graded territory sells at 22 for
half-bloo-

Mrs. Norton, of the Santa Fe business college, has been in Roswell the
past three weeks endeavoring to get
at the facts of the Ellison case. A
few weeks ago the New Mexican alluded to the sad plight that Mrs. Ellison was in, owing to her husband
1eing in the penitentiary for a life
term and that she and her three
daughters were requiring some assistance. Over one hundred ladies of
Santa Fe subscribed to a fund for the
furtherance of her case and Mrs.
Norton, out of sympathy for Mrs. Ellison, and her children, worked on
the case at Roswell. Mr. Ellison may
get a new trial as $1,000 has been
raised for a transcription of the notes
of the first trial, court fees, lawyers,
and Mr. Ellison's bond.
Mrs. Norton's interest Is for the
reason that Mrs. Ellison is a Salvation Army soldier, and is unable owing to her trouble and weakness to
earn enough to keep her and the
children. Mrs. Norton was secretary
to the late Mrs. General Booth of the
Salvation Army, and at no time does
she ever forget the good work the
Army does. At this moment a pair
for Mr. Ellison and a
of boots 6
pair for Mrs. Ellison, and the children
of the ages o 3, 5 and 8 would be
most welcome, in fact anything to
wear would be appreciated and most
thankfully received. Address Mrs. Ellison, care of the Busines scollege,
Santa Fe.
2

FOR
THE NEW CLIP.
11. Trading in
Feb.
Mass.,
Boston,
domestic wool continues very quiet.
Values remain fairly firm but bidding
is well below the asking price.
New wool from Arizona commands
LITTLE BIDDING

From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., Feb. I5tli.
From Durango, Colo., (not including Antonito) Feb. I6ti)

17

MRS. NORTON AT
WORK ON THE
ELLISON CASE

WOULD LIKE TO
BE A RESIDENT
OF OLD SANTA FE
Mrs. Klla M. Glebberman, of Denver, Colorado, and for many years a
resident of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, is
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Standley G.
Small at their home on Washington
p venue.
Mrs. Glebberman is making
an extended tour and will visit with
her son, Dr. Lawrence M. Taylor, who
is practicing medicine in Cuatotllapan,
Vera Cruz, Mexico, providing war con"1
ditions will permit, with safety.
am in love with this grand old city,
with Its climate and quaint architect-ture,- "
said Mrs. Glebberman, "and
under no conditions whatever would
again consent to live in the east. 1
should like nothing better than to
make my permanent home in youi
'City with the Open Gate,' and, any
visit
how, I intend to prolong my
as far as possible."
1

'have

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

Early Buyers
g

s

j

j

work-higma- n

and-wife-

j

LASH FOR
WIFE BEATER

Any demand that your work or your typist can possibly
make, in any ordinary or exceptional requirement or
typewriting, is covered by our three machines

RemingtonSmith Premier Monarch

.

n

1

1

-

j

h

Mew

;0

"Central"

ma
wagon Mexico, sitting wunin ana ror
of four brothers was free to enlist, grin, with a long,
the
"Bill" Hughes went to the front. Be- whip, which twined about the man s County of Santa Fe, that being here-ttefif- - County in which the complaint
ing a stenographer he was detailed to tody with every lick, laid on the
lashes, which were counted of in is filed, .within 20 days after the
the governor's staff, later to General
service of this summons to answer to
methodically by a jail deputy.
Phillips stood the lashing remark- - the complaint of Bessie Beatty Tow te
.'f.bly well, although toward the last he (and Lida Jackson Beatty, by her next
Benefited Many Who
cringed perceptibly under every blow friend, Francis C. Wilson, in an ac
Had Tuberculosis raid great drops of perspiration rolled tion to partition the following deicrib-dowhis back, and the veins in his ed real estate:
Thoso wbo suffer from Consumption
i
J
.i.
;,r,A Irtt
iih
troubled
aro
All me
IU11UW1HK
uijrht reck stood out like cords. When he
generally
sweiitH. f,.ver, loss of atmitflu itml litwas released, the man was able
and ei,,g
of
land,
lying
situate,
no
tsootl
or
Fresh
air.
food,
tle
appetite.
walk unassisted to his cell, where hejL the Town of Santa Fe, in the Coun
uud the proper cure of the body are
in to a recovery, but In ninny ea
tvplaced his clothing and walked out (y 0f Santa Fe and State of New Mex snnieTliltifi else Is weeded.
Kekmnn'g Alcruel-lookin-

single or double keyboard; shifting
carriage or shifting type segment;
jmachines of any width or carnage;

j

machines regulated, to any touch
machines to write, add and sub
tract! machines for anv kind of form
Remington
nnrl tahnlar wnrt- - mrhinM with manvNir
special features; machines tor every
special purpose; 41 different
models comprise our complete
line.

The Remington Typewriter

Service is a universal service
"
universal in every sense of the
it
word. It includes everyimny
a

Premier

a

a

and it extends everywhere. We
not only have machines for
every purpose, but our service
includes operators, inspections,
supplies, rentals; in fact, every
conceivable requirement of the
typewriter user.
Monarch

Remington Typewriter Company
'1645 Champa

Street, Denver,

Colorado.

Train

Reports.

n

Complete Visible Writing;

R.

j

j

hard-to-su- it

A. T., & S. F.

sixty-eigh-

child-labo-

Send your
typist here

4

e

Del-gad-

.

2

--

wife-beatin-

early.

X

Pre-juar- y

n

Foster-Milbur-

g

P. A.,

Santa Fe, N. M.

o

k

Pat-erso-
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property of S. S. Beatty, on the West year proof, to establish claim to the
by property of the County of Santa land above described, before Regisr e, known as the old Jail Building, or. ter and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
the South, by the properly of said; at Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 12, 1913
Claimant names as witnesses:
Miguel Silva, and on the I"orlh, by
Jose Barela, Enrique Barela, Abe-linWater street, formerly known as the
Valencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
Eio Chiquito street, being a portion of
the lands conveyed to said Miguel and Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo,
Silva, by John H. Mink and wife by N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
need dated October MOth, 1S7C, and
Register.
duly recorded in the Recorders office
of the County of Santa Fe, in Book
the
on
to
311,
letter ( Y), at pages ""7
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
29th day of April, 1S79.
Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
All"that certain tract or parcel of I.nnd Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Jan-lan25, 1913.
situate, lying and being in
cinct No. 4, in the County of Santa
Kotjce js hereby given that Nicolaa
Fe and State of New Mexico, situate, Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M who, on
lying and being in the Third (3rd) January C, 1908, made Homeeteal
Sec.
SW
Ward of the City of Santa re, r. M., 05358, No. 12763. for S
said lot, witli all the buildings there- 20, N
NW
Section 29, Townon erected measures from East to ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
West, on the North side fronting on Meridian, has filed notice of intentioa
Water street, One Hundred and Thir- to make five year proof, to establish
teen (113) feet, and from East to claim to the land above described, beWest on the South side, One Hundred fore H. C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
and Thirteen (113) feet, and from Stanley, N, M., on March 5, 1913.
names
as witnesses'
Claimant
North to South, on the East side
(77) feet and on the West Faustin Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
side, fronting on Bridge or Galisteo Tapia and Hilario Baca, all of dalls-teo- ,
is
N. M.
(51) feet, and
street, Fifty-onMANUEL R. OTERO.
bounded on the East, by the property
rt iCruz Porala and Dorotea M. de
Register.
Mottley, on the West, by Bridge,
called Galisteo
street, sometimes
street, on the North, by Water street,
formerly called Rio Chiquito street,;
and on the South, by property oti
Dorothea M. de Mottley, being the,
same premises, conveyed to said
Felipe Dejgado by Manual Valdes
by deed, dated October 15, 1891.
All that certain tract or parcel of;
land, situate, lying and being in the
R.
City of Santa Fe, in the County of
Santa Fe and State of New Mexico,,
with a house of eleven rooms and &
TIME TABLE
corral built thereon, situated in the
llfi'A'wi Jin uary 1st, 1913.
City of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
State of New Mexico. Bounded and
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conMeasuring
follows:
described as
nect with No. 3 westbound and
from east to west on the south side,
No. 10 eastbound.
t
feet, and on the north
side seventy feet; and from north to
arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Returning,
south on the east side one hundred
m.
west
and twenty-fou- r
feet, and on the
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuside one hundred and fourteen feet,
querque, locally, and to Pacific
and is bounded on the east by Bridge
Coast points.
of:
west
by property
street, on the
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conMiguel Silva, on the north by Water
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
fctreet, and on the south by property
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
of said Miguel Silva.
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
All that certain tract or parcel of
train for Clovls and Pecos Valland in the Second Ward of the City
ley points.
cf Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
State of New Mexico, described as foi-m.
lows: Beginning at the N. W. cor-- j
iter of said premises, thence, South
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con2.30 feet, thence easterly 92 feet to a;
nect with No. 7 westbound carstake in the Arroyo acequia; thence
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
the'
in
to
a
stake
4 eastbound.
rortherly 215 feet
acequia: Bounded on the North by,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
Manhattan avenue, on the West by
m.
on
W.
G.
of
Simmons,
the property
on
East
Leave
the
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conthe South by an acequia,
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
)y the property of Jesus Ma. San--:
No. 9 westbound.
doval.
interest in Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
An undivided
the Boss Placer Mining claims, situate
a. m.
in El Rito Mining district, in Rio Arriba county, New Mexico said claim Call
for
it situated about three and a half
niii.es North Easterly from the Townj
ot El Rito upon the Arroyo Seco
and is more fully described in Book
No. 1 upon page 551 ot the mining
records in Rio Arriba County to
v hich reference is hereby made.
that unYou are hereby notified
less you appear and answer, as above To Have Your
Upholstering and
lequlred, the said Plaintiff Uwill take Furniture Repairing Done. Work
frt
,W1
rMipf
'
of the Best. Prices Right,
,
htL induding
imanded in t he

-

a worried-lookin'I couldn't find my size," explained
woman to a friend one afternoon, as she came disconsolately
from the waist counter.
"What," she answered, "you couldn't get anything to fit you
in those lovely waists? .Of course, you don't mean to say you
were looking for it now?"
"Yes, I was."
"Well, what could you expect at three o'clock in the after.You know that size goes faster
noon, and you take a thirty-six- ?
else."
than anything
I'll know better next time',;; sighed the disappointed one.
- The most reliable merchants in Santa. Fe advertise their
money-savinmost Important
opportunities In THE NEW
MEXICAN. Read THE NEW MEXICAN closely and constantly
to shop
every night, then you will always be posted and be able

24.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F.

P. A.,

!

'M--

a

r

G.

LIMIT FEBRUARY

Denver, Colo.

sul-sti-

child-laborer-

Get Best Choice.

F. A. WADLEIGH,

j

e

a farmer living near
recommends
Yukon, Mo., strongly
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
been advised by my
says:
family doctor to use Foley Honey and
Tar Compound for my children when
there was a cough medicine needed.
It always gives the best of satisfaction
and I recommend it to others." For
sale by all druggists.
F. E. Walling,

RETURN

law-i.nio- n

indus-Siate-

17th.

Alamosa to Antonito, inclusive, Feb. 17th.
From All Points South of Antonito, Feb. 17th and 18th

"I think I suffered every pain a woman could before I bepan taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
I think it saved thia baby's life, as I
lost my first one.
"My health has been very good ever
since, and I praise your medicine to all.
Mrs. Vekna WILKES,
my friends."
R. F. D. No. 1, Plittsburg, Miss.
The darkest days of husband and wife
are when they come to look forward to
a childless and lonely old age.
Many a wife has found herself incapable of motherhood owing to some
derangement of the feminine system,
often curable by the proper remedies.
C.
- INITKl) STATKS SENATOR-ELECHUGHES.
W1I.
In many homes once childless there
now children because of the fact
are
Lee's
headquarters,
Pitzhugh
(By Mary Boyle O'Reilly.)
that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
and
with
11.
him
found
N.
Peace
penniless
TwentyJ., Feb.
Trenton,
women normal.
one years ago "Bill'' Hughes, just u court stenographer's bent towards Compound makes
If you want special advice write to
Iho law. Bill Hughes became a
turned nineteen, put a brand-neMedicine Co. (confcard into his vest pocket and ytr in 1900 and his rise was then fast, lydia E. Pinkliam
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter willa
walked to a work bench in the cotton In a few years he went to congress,
be opened, read and answered by
mills of Patersou.
Hughes is author of the bill prohib- - woman and held iu strict confidence.
the inikuitous use of white
On next March 4th, Hughes,
LINCOLN BIRTHDAY DINNER.
"Bill," will walk into the Vnited phur in matches, author of the
Tomorrow the African Methodist
senate, no less and his union ti ial commissions bill which gave the
curd will still be in his vest pocket, v idest scope to investigating condi-Fo- r church will give a Lincoln birthday
"William C." Hughes, as he't'ons in the industries, author of the tl'nner in a vacant store on the west
hates to be called, is the first man to pian to empower the ways und means side of the plaza for (he benefit of the
strve in the upper house of America committee to select committees and church building fund. There will be
who is entitled to carry a union card. ho rob the speaker of autocratic pow-li- plenty to eut, cooked In the old south-tilaw, au-is the first man to be, as it were, er, author of the eight-houfashion. Dinner will be 50 cents
direct representative of organized thor of the naval amendment which ri.d will be served from 12 to 8 p. m.
labor in "the American millionaires' prohibits builders who have not estab- Special reserved table for the legis-schedule from
iished the eight-hou- r
club." Ho is the first actual
tors.
who has fought his way into receiving naval contracts.
that place to which only money has
"The press is the literature of the
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
been wont to buy a ticket.
people our most potent force of cre"This triumph of mine means just ating and educating public opinion. Some People We Know and We Will
cne thing to me and only one," said The parents of today and the citizens
Profit by Hearing About Them,
"Bill" Hughes to me the day of his of tomorrow are alike indebted to the
This is a purely local event.
election, as he went down to a ban- Fcripps newspapers for the stand they
It took place in Santa Fe.
Wilson have taken on the question o child
quet where President-elec- t
Not in some faraway place.
men were lobor. This was strikingly illustrated
and other distinguished
You are asked to investigate it.
of the
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
by its recent investigation
awaiting to do him honor.
"It means just one thing, and that cannery industry.
To confirm a citizen's statement.
at
"WILLIAM HUGHES."
is endorsed
thing is that I am to have a chance to Signed:
Any article that
.
workers adultB and
home
help helpless
1 am going
to fight, in
children.
Is more worthy of confidence
HEALTH WARNING,.,
other w;ords, for what 1 know, by
Than one you know nothing about,
Chilled and wet feet result in conneeds fighting
Endorsed by unknown people.
my own experience,
gesting the internal organs, and
tor most labor and
H. Baca, Prop, meat market,
of the kidneys and bladder,
"I know that no real progress can with rheumatic twinges and pain In
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
l.e made in this country or In the back, generally follow. Use Foley "About two and a Salf years ago I
world unless it be built on prosperity Kidney Pills.
They are the best gave a puunc statement, tenuis ui
6.Children must have r.iedicine made for all disorders of the my experience with Doan s Kidney
everyone.
their early years to study and to play kidneys, for bladder irregulaties, and Pills.
They completely rid me of
in and adults must receive compensa-- ; for backache and rheumatism.
They pains in my back that had troubled
When I
Hon and treatment worthy of the sons do not contain habit forming drugs. me off and on for months.
of God."
Tonic In action, quick In results. For stooped or brought a strain on my
"Bill" Hughes was born on Erin's sale by all druggists.
loins, 1 suffered severely and there
were various symptoms which contfle in historic Drogheda. His father
vinced me that my trouble camefrom
as his forbears
was an
I finally used
disordered kidneys.
had been through two centuries.
Doan's Kidney Fills and they brought
vhen Billy was very little his father,
taking
prompt relief. I continued
pioneer that he was, emigrated to
conthem and it was aet long before
keeping up his
every Byraptom o trouble disappearfection with his union.
Frederick, Md., .Feb. 11.. 'Robert ed."
Hughes, senior, here found that
a
employe, was
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
wages and trade conditions in Amer- Phillips,fifteen municipal
lashes with a wagon whip cents,
Co., Buffalo,
ica were even worse than in Ireland, given
in the Frederick countv jail as a pen- New York, sole agents for the Urriteil
and the upshot of it was that at the
for
the first penal-Slates.
age of eleven the new senator from alty
of this kind that has been paid in
Remember tb) name Doan's ana
fiax
a
in
to
work
New Jersey went
for years. The whip- talte no oilier.
Frederick
county
JUtll.
ping was witnessed by a large crowd
From flax mill he passed to cotton m
the jail.
SUMMONS.
file
to
mill
cotton
works,
from
mill,
Phillips, in a drunken frenzy, beat
reState of New Mexico, County oC
each
bitter
in
the
stage
learning
his wife badly, cutting her lip throurh
in the District Court for and
At 19 he took a in Rpvornl nlnppq nnrl hviilnlnp
of
ality
hpr Santa Fe, Judicial District.
.
.. ...
,
..
a
-j
First
in
the
iu ugu.e
iook aneauj aim u.eu
about the body so much that she needBessie Beatty Towne and Lida
to reacli the sunshine.
,,d the caro of
)hysicianJackson
so
Beatty, by her next fieud,
Ana.
Phillips was taken before a local
He sotignt worK as a oreagemaji n,aei8trate and fined S25. or allowed Francis C. Wilson, Plaintiffs,
vs.
that he might secure some Bcant leis- to serve sixty days In jail. Phillips
Sinclair Beatty, Defendant.
ure in which to study stenography.
r.sked that he be given the lashes in
Summons.
Two years later he became court stead, and he was accommodated.
stenographer, with a fresh union card
There is no whipping post in fh? The State of New Mexico to Sinclair
i i his pocket.
Beatty, Defendant, Greeting:
Ijiiil, and Phillips, after being examYou are hereby commanded to be
ined by the two jail physicians, was
Then came the summer of the
war with the country- - :rlripped to the underclothing and tied and appear before, the First Jcnlicial
and-ilui-

&

Now Is The Time

urcixu

-

WE MAKE
' '
together with Kitchen Cabinets, Step Ladders,
lt.0.
l.
Counters, Shelving, Ironing Tables.
HI me O. VV.
-'vvitness tne nonoruuie
NEW YORK TAILORS "
to
land running East Eighty (80) feet
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
FAVOR TIGHT SKIRTS, the S. E. corner; thence Two Hun- - Abbott, Judge of the First Judicial
thence
New York, Foh. 11. Unless tbe Na- 'd'-efeet
North:
Klgnty
im
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
tional Lady's Tailors and Dressmak- (SO) feet West; thence Two Hundred vithin and lor the County of faanta
Court
oo
fcis' association, which is holding its
feet South, to place of Begin-fift- Fe, and the seal of said District
A. D. 1913.
annual convention overrules the ujng. The above described plot of this 27th day of January,
M.
decision of New York tailors who areji8nd is bounded on the West by a lot (SEAL.)
I eptaoae
SAMA FE, N. M
157 W.
Clerk.
it is owned by J. Vaughn; on the North by
members of the organization,
S
EDW.
L. AFFORD, Deputy.
By
probable that the skirts worn here;ti1P "Arroyo de las Mascuros;" on the
The names of Plaintiffs Attorneys
this coming year will be more on the! f ast by land owned by the I'. S. Gov- '
' hobble" order than ever.
uum.,,, uu
eminent, and on the South by a pubSeveral of the New York tailors said lie street, the old name of which was! their address is Laughlin Block, Santa
New Mexico.
today they were planning to have wo- Las Patois, and is situate in the fe,
men's skirts at least six inches Northern portion of the town of Santa
For Repairing of All Kinds
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
smaller about the bottom than those I e. Forty-tw(42) feet North of the
In Metal and Wood
v brn last year.
old State House Grounds.
All that certain tract or parcel of Department of the Interior,
California has swung the other
GUNS, BICYCLE,
that skirts be land situate, lying and being in Ward U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
way, and advocates
Jan. 10, 1913.
two and a half yards wide at 'the bot No. 3, of the City of Santa Fe, in Pre-- !
LOCK, KEY and
Notice la hereby given that Mar-4- ,
tom. The tailors say such a dictum cinct No. 17, formerly Precinct No.
of the County of Santa Fe, State of cos Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. M.,
would never go here.
SPECIALTIES
UPHOLSTERING
Women's coats will be shorter and New Mexico, said land measuring who, on March 7, 1907, made Home-fromore manish in cut.
East to West Nine (9) feet, and stead Entry 04005, No. 10836, for NE
13 N.,
Section 13, Township
from North to South, One Hundred
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
(112
Range 8 E., N. M.'P. Meridian, has
Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad and Twelve and
feet, and is bounded on the East by filed notice of Intention to make five
and by Zook's Pharmacy In Santa Fe. if you ant Quick returns.
"?

I

terative is a medieiue whteh 1ms been
most successful in stopping utfrlit. sweats,
reducing fever and promoting appetite,
and many who have used it. declare It
saved Ihclr'' lives.
Investigate what it
did in this ease:
For four vears I was
(Icntlcm'.'?)
troubled with eouph,. which pradually
became worse: I had niprlit sweats ami
losing my
pains in my eliest. I was
and had become, so thin and weak
I could' not attend to my household duties. A physician pronounced my oust.
Not beiiiR satisfied. I was
Consumption.
examined by lit physicians of the Polyclinic Hospital.
They also pronoiuiced
the disease Consumption, which was
of spuproven Inter by an examination
tum, as Tuberculosis a Ilacilll were found.
to
ordered
I was
Consumptive Hoswould not allow me
pital. My nephew
1 had tried Nckman's
Alteruntil
lo ro
ative. Before I had taken the medicine
nlRlit-sweatI
marked
had
weeks
relief,
three
ceased, pain In the breast relieved, coufih became loose and easy,
I commenced getting
lever left me and became
I nm
normal.
well. My health
now and have been
health
exttUcnt
in
completely cured for ten years. 1 strong-Irecommend it."'
(MUS.) MAKV WASSON.
Care Kd. Oreen. KJ2 8. 17th St.. I'hila.. I'a.
Kckuian's Alterative is effective In BronThroat and
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever;
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
opiates
system. Does not contain poisons,
booklet
or
drupi Ask for Kckman
telling of recoveries anfl write to for
eviPhiladelphia,
Pa.,
Laboratory, sale
dence. For
by all leading druggists
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-- One-half

"Fixit Shop"

JOE M'GINNITY WAS

ONLY

REAL "IRON

MAN

"

IN

BASEBALL SINCE
j

" OLD

to illustrate
such instances served
how little some of the house mem- hers realized what was taking place
pnd apparently how little they cared,
OJlside of a few minor officials, as to
the amounts in the salaries bill.
Most of the amendments placed In
the bill today, were amendments that
hud been placed Uere yesterday and
then Bwept away after the committee
of the whole house had reported to
the house. It was simply a repetition
of the scenes of the prior day, except
that, if anything, there was more confusion.
The house members were In a
that was
frame of mind:

HOSS" RADBOURNE PITCHED 37 GAMES STRAIGHT.

.....

?

ii5r

.,.

y

p

fM

11,

1913.

Mil had been considered in committed
of the whole house and that ther?
were a number of amendments,
Mr, Blanchard moved that the house
do .not approve the amendments of
fered on the ground that the senate
vould probably not pass the bill with
po many amendments in it. Mr. Mul
lens moved to table the motion by
Mr. Blanchard, but his inove lost by

tamed the point of order. There was
a loud protest from the Old Guard,
but the speaker remained firm and asserted that his ruling was correct.
Mr. de Baca then moved that the
house adjourn.
A roll call was demanded. On this the vote stood 24
to 24 and the speaker cast the deciding vote and declared the house
until 10 o'clock this morn-;ng- .
a vote of 13 to 35. The motion by Mr.
The vote on the passage of the
Blanchard prevailed and the house bill stood as follows:
eliminated every amendment placed iu
Ayes: Baca, Miguel A.; Blanchard,
the bill during the day's session.
Catron, Chaves, Chrisman, Cooney,
Mr. Catron then moved an amend
Cordova, Downs, Gage, Goodell,
ment to permit county school superHilton, Labadie, Llewellyn,
a
$300
for
actual
year
intendents,
Love, Labadie, Llewellyn, "
The
amendment
:.1ln un-r- . R aveling expenses.
K7"1
Moreno,
;7;u'v'
Fadilla, Qulntana, San, ..,, u,
;
iisily
chez, Toombs,! Tucker, Tully, Vargas,
was moved and the vote stood T oung. 28.
; v
... ij
cons airea mmseii m cuarso ui men 'tis to 30.
' '
'
J
on
f Boulware,
Nays:
Marcos:
Bac'a,
his
lost
hud
grip
hill,,
apparently
Marcos C. de Baca raised a point Burg,1 Carter, ' Campbell,'
Casados,
anything; approaching a fighting forced' of order,
that as the bill car Clancy, Evans, Garcia, House, Lopez,
and it was. sink or swim, with him, just ried the asserting
and had McGillivray, Montoya, Mullens, Nichclause
emergency
like th balance of the members.
'rot received a
vote. It had ols, Rogers, Skidmore, Smith,
Tripp,
DE BACA SHOWS UP
failed to pass.
i ne speaner sus- - Trujillo. 20.
WORK.

TECHNICAL BATTLE TODAY.
Angeles, Calif., Feb. 11. The
tr'al of Clarence S, Darrow, former
chief counsel for the McNamara
brothers, charged with jury bribery,
v as taken tip largely today with argu-- i
,ents over technical points in the reel uect
Samuel L.
of
testimony
1'iowne, county detective, and John R.
Harrington, a Chicago attorney, for
associated with Darrow. in the
McNamara case.
Sirs. Bert.H. Franklin, wife of the
former McNamara defense detective,
took the witness stand late in the day.
a

Iron men may come and iron men
may go, but the only real, genuine,
sure enough iron man worthy the
name Bines the clay of "Old Hoss'1
Radbourne, of Providence, was Josv.
eph J. McGinnity. r.
..
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Gu-rul-

Lo-bat-
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a,

z,
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SIXTH BALLOT, NO CHOICE.
MIERA'S HAND
Charleston," W. Va., Feb. 11. The
West Virginia senate and house of
There was a lively tilt during the
representatives' today in joint session ofiering of an amendment by Marcos
e OLD, ftur J
took the sixth ballot for United States C. de liaca, a Progressive, to reduce
EJWIL MIGNARD0T
WILLIAM FARAH
PRETtv I
senator without a choice.
the pay of sheriffs in fifth class coun-,- j
ff
ties from $1600 to $1500 and to rais
S. L. Miller, Norfolk, the pay cf county school superintend
Conductor
Xebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. & ents to $1200. Both amendments were
X. W. Ry.Co., recommends Foley Kidp('.opted despite the opposition of the
"I have used (
ney Pills and says:
forces,
Foley and Kidney Pills with very satis"Who furnished the figures for
factory results and endorse their use those counties for the finance sub-- I
for any one afflicted with kidney comro'ttee," asked Mr. Blanchard of
trouble.
For Mr. Chaves.
They are all right."
sale by all druggists.
"Marcos C. de Baca and the gentle-- ;
i.ixn from Taos," (Trujillo) said Mr.
ATTORNEY GENERAL IS OF OPIN-IOBACA
RULED C'havea.
SPEAKER
"Yes, we furnished them," retort-CORRECTLY.
ed M:rcoa C. de Baca, "but you took
the figures of Mr. Miera, of Sandoval
(Continued from page one).
McGinnity is best remembered by
county, and used them the figures in
j
liis string of victories, his ability to
session was the attitude of John that bill are not the figures we gave
nub
committee."
the
and
the
double
headers
of
Bernalillo
I'aron Burg,
county,
pitch winning
Mr. Chaves denied
the statemeu'.
who tried to secure raises for various
fact that he pitched for three major
552San Francisco Street.
hotly.
first
of
officials
counties
in
the
class,
league champions Baltimore,
-difference
make
doesn't
"It
any
class Bernalillo
in which
county
The iron man's record is brilliant.
lyn and New York.
McGinnity halls from the coal min- stands.
what you say," shouted Mr. de Baca,
A product of that old master, Ned Iu 1900 he ied all the National league ing district of Illinois and was born
In a scries of amendments, offered "I am the representative of Sandoval
He pitched 41 games for March 19, 1873. He was a miner be- as soon as the bill was taken
Hanlon, McGinnity was the finished pitchers.
Enough for you to know
up, Mr. county in this house and not Mr.
Brooklyn and finished with an aver- fore he began playing ball. As he Kurg tried to raise the pay of treaV Mieru. If I want the pay of the sher-urepitcher of the McGraw school
no one ever brewed
that
which is that of Hanlon, with latter age of .769. In 1904 hd repeated, has been out of the major league for
PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
assessor and sheriff in the coun-- ! iff cm to $1500 in my county and know-tiedrink than
better
a
s
leading even Mathewsonr his team only four years and playing in a fast
day trimmings a la Muggsy.
of the first class by $500 a year, that my people want it, that's my
With Imported Magneto.
minor league, McGinnity has had exMcGinnity was in the limelight last mate, his percentage being .814.
amendments were laughed' at ineEH. That's what they've got mo
Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
A rise ball, delivered
fall when Hugh Jennings tried to Bign
underhand, ceptional opportunity to judge conleft at the factory.
of here for."
even by other members
Moreys
him as relief pitcher. This was aft- which he affectionately called "Old ditions and to say whether the game openly,
Mr. Chaves and Mr. Blanchard subthe house from counties in the first
a
batwonderful
connection
is faster now than when he was with
Sal,"
er McGinnity had severed
knowledge of
class and each amendment was voted sided and the amendments were
with Newark, N. J., and was looking ter's weaknesses, a head full of base Baltimore, but refuses to do so.
down
with a chorus of "ayes" that left adopted.
Willie Keeler, says McGinnity, was r.o
for a chance to invest his money. He ball lore and so cool that thin bloodMr. Blanchard moved to
doubt as to the position in which
India Tea
is supposed to have invested it now ed people wore overcoats on hot the greatest of all ball players, and Mr.
Ceylon and
the bill to committee on finance, but
Burg had placed himself.
(In tins)
in the Northwestern league, of which days when he was near, made Joe Mc- Mathewson, to his notion, is the
and
house
the
down
was
howled
he
by
One member arose and asked with
Fielder Jones is president.
Ginnity, a nightmare for batters.
mightiest of all pitchers.
mock gravity If it were not true that the rhorus of "ayes" showed that the
Its aroma is a breath of
risMr. Burg was from a first class coun- angf r of the house members was
the
within 48 hours.
Orient; its flavor PASH BROTHERS, ACTS.,
ing.
Another one asked him if the
"We presume you intend to with- ty.
Various minor amendments wcrfl
an inspiration.
in his county gave more
tieasurer
MT.draw your men from the service," said
bond than the state treasurer. Other offered and defeated as fast as the
Chairman Lee, of the railroads, as the
Also
read them.
could
clerk
Breakfast,
English
him
fired
were
at
proconference broke up. "In that event Questions
Basket-fire- d
Then Mr, Tucker sprung a new one.
Girls: Santa Fe, 34; Las Vegas, 2., rather tired from their trip. At the 'ou will be taking a erave resnonsi- - miscuously.
II was to permit all county officials
arose
two
amendments
On
Mr.
45.
Burg
or
cna
me
score
stoou
Las
tne
19,
Santa
nrsi
unit
Fe,
Gunpowder and Oolong
Vegas,
j r.jv '
Boys:
pud tried to speak. He rambled along to draw 10 per cent interest, from the
The above tells the result of the 11 to 0 for Santa Fe, and the final
in pound, half-pou- nd
ti interested ana inoum Know
nbout the wonderful
for some minutes, being interrupted time they had qualified. He asserted
score was lit to 2 in their favor.
tattle waged in Santa Fe Saturday.
and
quarter-pound
MARVEL
Whirling Spray
and
were
that
ter--r
money
borrowing
here
to
they
and there and
Ly questions
witness A few minutes after the girl's game THE DAY IN
The armory was crowded
Tbe pew Vaginal syrtnga.
inated each address with an over- some ot them paying as high as 2
tt most convenient. It
packages, and Solitaire
the two most exciting basket ball the boys were lined up at their posi-- !
cleanses instantly.
Coffee.
whelming vote against his increase in per cent therefor and that the state
games ever played in Santa Fe. They turns. In a short time, however, no
SENATE.
bad no right to deprive them of their
Ask your druggist fur it
for
Bernalillo
officials.
were between the girls and boys of cue was in doubt as to the outcome
pay
Senators Chilton and Watson
he cannot euddIv
of
had
Las Vegas and the local high school. for the Las Vegan's splendid team- - West Virginia were
MARVEL, accept no other?
"ne Best the Crow Cut- - Deltvtr" Ifnut
Finally he arose to a question of pay. He said the constitution
'
.exonformally
sead stamn for illustrated
officials
PtovUJed
the
that
of
for
were
won
second
scheduled
and
at
end
work
county
the
the
nine
and said: "Like
.Tbe games
book sealed. It elves full particu
erated from charges of corruption in rersonal privlle
I have should have their salaries provided
lars and directions ...valuable to latiie
o'clock to enable the business men to half the score stood 45 to 19 for the their' election.
tiie governor of .Wisconsin.
THE MOREY
Ml Aim CO.. 44
( 23a litretl.lttw VarmT
seen my duty and did it." "What was for by the first session of the legislaattend and when the referee's whistle Meadow City.
MPDr.AMTii
Campaign funds investigating com- te
tv.re.
another
v
7
Catron,
Young
vas heard, the balcony was filled and After the game a reception was mittee
of
Baid
Carolina
seeing
South
the
governor
s.
began its inquiry into 1912
I X
,oio.
work lor tfie New Mexican. It Is
the crowd was banked up on each held at the high schohol when refresh- camnaien.
tc the governor of North Carolina," fine leSal P'nt. arose and charged
Mrs. McDonald,
X.
ments were served.
tl at Mr. Tucker had not read the conBide of the field.
working for you, for Santa I'e and
Several railrnnrl nrolrlonfo (net flJ 8Id NidlOlS ill reply.
the new atate.
,
The Las Vegas girls were the pick with several other ladies, were pres- before interstate commerce
The speaker did not catch Mr. fctitutton.
commit-- !
we have not proot the Meadow City high Bchool and ent and the high school students lost tee at
the
Iust
same,
re-- !
to
and
him
remarks
BurS's
asked
bill
on
valfor physical
hearing
t
vided any salary bill," said Mr.
very nearly matched with the Santa ro time in becoming acquainted with nation of railroads,
peat them. This Mr. Burg did.
Mr- Blanchard said the blame for
Fe team. They had suits of scarlet their visitors. Everyone had a jolly
committee for investiga'ion of' "Sit down aild keeP sti11." said the;elfind white, their high school colors, time despite the fact that many were
parcel Dost oreanized with Senator speaker. "What you say has nothing the failure of a salary bill did not
while the home players with their hoarse from cheering for both sides Bristow as chairman.
to do with the subject under discus-- ' lay wltu the legislature.
C.urk suits were easily distinguished
impartially, and when the big gong
.
After numerous
other oratorical
Passed
Poindexter
gion."
resolution
calling
from their opponents. The game was sounded each one went home in good on secretary of treasury for reasons
r
I
Mr. Burg tried to speak, broadsides, the fuss subsided and the
Once
again
a lively one with many remarkable spirits
sneaker secured order again. Mr.
for treasury order authorizing deposit L.ui me
iu
ieiusea
recognize
speuKer
The Las Vegas teams returned home of customs
passages, though Vegas did not do
receipts in national banks. him and told hint pointedly that there Hilton moved the previous question
their usual fine work, probably owing on Sunday afternoon though. the train
Senator Fletcher introduced bill for vere others in the house who were en- m the adoption of the bill but withto the fact that they did not reach was held seven minutes for them and collection
by census bureau of tur titled to some recognition and that the drew it on second thought.
"
the city until six o'clock and were then Borne one forgot a suit case.
Mr. Chaves then tried to have the
pentine and rosin statistics.
speaker did not intend to give it all till
was
Debate on Connecticut
but
he
quickly
river dam
bill was resumed with agreement to
(voted down, the vote standing 12 in
.
BASEBALL COMMISSION
i'.g a contribution of $;I9.
'
vote on it during the legislative day.
affirmative and 22 opposed, some
"'(tie
ADOPTS A NEW RULE.
Camp observed that was three per
Further conference with house was the last session, when Mr. Burg, then i ot voting. Mr. Tully moved the pas- New York, N. Y., Feb. 11. The Na- tent of his salary and he did not demanded on
to
in
the
house,
leadership
executive fssuming
sage of the bill but such a protest
legislative,
tional Baseball commission, in nes- - n ake the contribution.
He sent th-- ' and judicial
U
bill carry rode at the head of the committee of arose that he withdrew the motion.
appropriation
new
a
to
to
rrle, first letter
fion here today ,adopt"d
Postmaster General ing commerce court provision.
the fiasco of his amend- Some one wanted to
1
thirty,
the j
of
to bo numbered 29, v hich will set Hitchcock, he said, asking whether he
ments offered before the house to- bill to a
HOUSE.
special committee named by
back the drafting Beason for certain v ould be removed if he failed to co;n
decline
of
the
which
day,
leadership
the
Resumed consideration of agriculbut the house opposed it
'
with the request.
came to him by accident and bore I.Mterspeaker
minor leagues to November 15. The
tural appropriation bill. '
a bedlam of discussion,
rule will be promulgated within a few
with
serit the best opportunity for
lie received no answer, he sad
Naval affairs committee
t'ona and withdrawals, the house re- voted to1,
re recommend construction of two
v'ce in the present legislature, offers
but in November and December
days.
until 2:30 p. m., with the bill
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.
jcessed
The commission reinstated Pitolicr celved letters from First Assistant
bi'oad fields for comparison.
in just about the same condition as it
n Fostmaster General
deGrandfield
Mr.
That
has
himself
Overall, formerly of the Chicago
Burg
placed
at the same hour.
until
Judiciary committee defer-e- d
jwas in
his resignation.
Another next session action on
t.'onals, and Player Torrey, of the New manding
breastworks FIASCO yesterday
reso- completely outside the
YESTERDAY
Clayton
,
of.
neon
York Nationals.
Overall had
all parties was indicated this mornletter signed with the rubber stamp lution for single six
year presidential
QUITE UNLOOKED FOR.
" .
out of the game since 1910. tt was signature of Mr. Campbell dated Oc- term.
ing, by the unanimity with which Dem- The fiasco yesterday when the house
tober 8, 1912, said in part:
stated that he refused to sign a
stand
and
ocrats,
patters
Progressives najority failed utterly to pass the
Passed agricultural appropriation
in 1911, on the plea of a bad
"I regret exceeding that you have bill carrying approximately $17,000,-000- aUke, voted against his amendments county salaries bill, was unbooked for
was
and
threw quips at him when he tried
arm, , He
without failed to respond to my urgent and
the house majority and especiai'v
..repeated request for financial aid in
penalty.
by the members of the house com
Representative Heflin in speech, eu- to address the bouBe
Mr. Rogers, this morning, tried to f.ittee on finance of which James V..
I hope to re-- logized Lester Bryan, the
National Club owners were ready the present campaign.
Kentucky
have his old friend, the probate judge, Chaves, of Torrance county, is cha r
to go into session immediately afi.er ceive ,by return mail remittance of Corn Club boy, who died here.$39. Please do not compel me to
the commission meeting.
Attorney General Wickersham de-- recognized to the extent of a slight in nan.
A Republican dined to submit his reason for with- - crease in salary. He offered an amend-- i
The members, in committee of the
Manager Stallings, of the Boston Na- make another call.
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.
tionals, is trying to strengthen his leaping the fruits of prosperity, holding warrants against Standard Oil ment to that effect but withdrew vhole, had proceeded as during lbs
club and is angling for Infieldcr Mil- brought about by our party's policies. company officials in Texas,
when Mr. Blanchard moved that all morning, amending the bill and debat- GRAND CANYON
ton Stock from New York.
is, to my mind, an ingrate when he re-raised
$200 ing each amendment as it came up
probate judges be
to
his
is
aid
aid
when
fuses
willthree-thirtto
McGraw
is
be
YOSEM1TE VALLEY
DRAWING
said
At
party
SNEED
Manager
JURY.
the committee arose,
through the bill, in order to settle
Vernon, Texas, Feb. 11. Drawing tuat controversy for good.
ing to pass along stock and Infieldcr needed."
reported to the house that the salary
Gioh, to Boston if he can secure
Mr. Sanchez,
Camp showed letters he had receiv- ot the jury began today in the trial oi
later in the
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accom- -'
r Tyler in return. McGraw wants a ed in 1910 aBking him to contribute J B. Sneed, charged with the raur the champion ofmorning,
the hard working
modations O.i Any of Our Through Trains.
left hander in reser- 3 '.u case "Ribn $33. His salary was then $1,200. Thu der of A. G. Boyce,
arose an
commissioner,
jr., at Amarlllo, county
Warquard fails to play this
letter to hiin was inclosed in a letter Texas, last September.
The first sought to have that officials pay
N. M.
S.
(Santa
Agent,
Manager Frank Chu ice sayo h3 will to his wife, with the admonition to venireman examined was accepted as raised, so
moved that all
no
to
make
de.m
probably
sti'!".gth',t. her not to make the delivery of the a juoror.
county commissioners, hard working,
FINEST QUALITY
unV. after letter to the postmaster "in a building
the New York Am:-'i'rtLARGEST VARIETY
idle, good, bad and indifferent,
be!
he has seen them in action id hi nig used as a posioiiice or oilier governBoth!
given $iu0 additional pay.
Kvsr-i'Jikiim ment office."
training. Manage!
amendments carried.
about for pitchers ar.d an orilitliler
Despite the fact that these amend-- j
lor the Chicago Cubi
rients were adopted openly before
FIREMEN FIRE
JOHN MAMPEL, Proprietor.
the house and after considerable disQUICKLY CURED
I
cussion thereon, it appeared that a
ULTIMATUM AT
G.
r.umber of members did not know
if
m
RAILROADS
TREASURER
jk
what was going oh for at. least two
By
FINE-WINE- S,
house members,
ASKED AID
submitted amendLIQUORS AND CIGARS.
New York, N. Y., Feb. 11. With a
ments to salaries of county commisCONVINCING OFFER
Family Trade Supplied.
strike vote authorized by an over- sioners in different classifications,
Washington, D. C. Feb. 11 With
had
the
which,
Brotherhood
been
SANTA FE, N. M.
would
majority,
259
vhelming
adopted,
they
San
Francisco
St.
the examination of Postmaster Thos. r f
If vnil
afflinf with hm nUL have increased the amounts specified "GILT EDGE" the only Indies' hoe dressing tlmt
Locomotive Firemen and Engine-me,T. Camp, of Bisbee, Arkansas, the sencome
Kabit
and take the Neat Treat- in the
contains Oil.
and 1'olishi Indies'
submitted an ultimatum today to
original bill but would have positively
and children's boots and shoes, shines without
ate campaign funds committee today
ment, holdli g this as the agreement: lowered the
r
TRENCH GLOSS." 10c.
of
these
officials
pay
launched into an inquiry of the cam- the representatives of the
by
If at the end of the treatment you
"DANDY" combination lor cleaning and polishing
at least $100 under the amendments allkindsof
eastern railroads, and neither side
nisset.ortan shoes 2Sc. "STAR"eize, liKi.
paign of 1912.
are not
satisfied that you are
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid form wit h sponce) quickpreviously
adopted.
Details of an assessment upon office yielding, the .conference adjourned. perfectlyentirely
cured we will refund you
cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, inc. & H0c.
ly
But the watchful eye of the little "ALBO" CLEANS and WHITENS canvas shoes. In
l.olders In Arkansas, by the Republi- Officers of the brotherhood are now every cent paid, or, if you desire, dewhite cakes psckedin n'nc-iiboxes, with
can state committee were described authorized to call a Btrike at once, but posit the amount of our
saved the day for the erring round
speaker
sponge, 0c. In handsome, lur-- e aluminum boxes
regular fee
sponge, fisc.
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
by Camp, who said he recently bad its president, W. S. Carter, will, as a in any bank or with any responsible Itkislators. Patiently and calmly, he with
"ELITE" combination
for gentlemen who take
been compelled to resign under pro- lest resort, submit to the railroads firm, to be paid to us only If you are broke the news to them, that the of ptidein
having their shoes look 41. Kestorea colof
nnd lustre to all black shoes. Polish vllhahruch
test as postmaster at Beebe, Arkan- late today a written statement of the satisfied at the end of the treatment ficials already had been voted an in or
cloth, 85 cent. "BABY ELITE" sine, 10 cents.
union's attitude. Of a compromise on
sas.
For full information call upon !r crease by the bouse and that such 'Ithef your dealer
does not keen the k lnd you want, send ns
nrlee In sttmpit for full sire pneluwe. elmi ftws baid.
of
the
and
wages
working address NEAL INSTITUTE,
question
Camp produced letters signed by
Albu- amendments as were offered, would
WHITTEMORE 8ROS.
CO.,
SO-tCordon H. Campbell, treasurer of the conditions is not reached, more than querque, N. M., 216 West Stover ave-au- o:ily lower the pay. Thereupon the
Aibarty Sireai, Cambridge, Maaa.
mTht Oldest and ijtrgrst Manufacturers of
Phone 321.
amendments were withdrawn. But
Republican state committee, demand-- , 30,000 men may leave their engines
She Poliihn in tUc World.
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And You
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11 Shoe Polishes
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DRINK HABIT
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COLORADO SALOON

Neal Treatment!
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PEERLESS BAR
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GREGG & COLE, Props.
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5

iSiOislim
FIRST SHOWING OF

.

Dress Trimmings, Etc.
NEW LINE OF

SILKS, SATIN CHARMOUSE, CREPE
METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS
FOR EVENINO WEAR.
WE ARE CLOSING OUT ALL WINTER GOODS AT COST

AltTID SEjJH TJS

Mill K

MIM

N

UhblWIIIIIII liiwwi wwin

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $30,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

the writer).

Mrs. Theo. Corrick will not be at
home tomorrow.
Roman Tenorio is here from Pinos
Wells. He is at the Corouado.
,
Eugenio-Romerotreasurer of San
Miguel county, is at. the Palace.
A. R. Manby, of Taos, is in the city
on matters of personal business.'
T. P. Gable arrived in Santa Fe from
Dawson yesterday for a stay of a few
oays.
Mayor D. K. B. Sellers of Albuquerque Is registered at t he Montezuma
hotel.
Thomas A. Hayden leaves today for
the southwest Colorado on irrigation
work.
well
known
Charles
Springer,
Meadow City attorney, is at the
W. P. Mitchell, a tourist from Rocky
Ford. Colorado, is at the European
hotel.
Col. AY. S. Hopewell is here from
the Duke City. .He is stopping at the
Montezuma hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. McAllister, who
recently sold their ranch to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Doran of this city, have
returned to Tesuque for a few days
before leaving for the coast.
Tito Melendez, well known resident
of Mora county, arrived in the city
yesterday and is registered at the
Palace hotel.
Mrs. Meyers, mother of Miss Dorothy Meyers of Gallup, is visiting Mrs.
N. B. Laughlin at her home on Don
Caspar avenue.
The Rev. ,T. I. Seder enthusiast, in
hands
from Albuquerque
shaking
ithe cause of total abstinence, is hen- with his many friends.
who reHector
cently visited Col. Bronson M. Cutting
at. his home here, has arrived in New
york where he will embark soon for
Scotland.
Fidel Mora of Galisteo, is in the
friends
visiting
capital city today
and relatives. He owns a ranch near
Galisteo and reports indications good
for an excellent crop.

t.

A little want ad costs but a few
results
cents and brings wonderful
when published in the New Mexican.
"

j

DON DIEGO ADDITION

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
Precinct

In

No. 4

(South Side)

at

DOWN

the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells How She
Suffered.

Gives

' '

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

SURETY

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
1 1 9 San Francisco St.,
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

1

30 Red.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone

9

8

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

ETC.

$2.50

2.95
.

2.75

.

3.00

A5K TO SEE SAMPLES.

GOMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

V

o

lhat
v

-

P!1mi.-..-

.

x,

Weather a

SANTA Fli, NEW MEX.
Telephone 19 W.

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT CO VI FORT.

We have some of the

Finest Brussels Carpets and
kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dis
played In our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
Cot
which We are Goinr to Close Out
Well-Ma-

at

THE

de

Prices from today

WAGNER (UNDERTAKING
AND FURNITURE CO.

AKERS

PHONE 180.

'

INSURE

WITH HAVWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

,8t

inui-Kt'- i

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE

JOSEPH

B.

SIRE.

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

IF IT'S REAL

ESTATE," HAVWARD HAS IT.

i

i

!

OUR WISH

That the New Year we have
just entered may be for each

and every one a Happy New
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be
With

Will Trade

I

H. C. YONTZ,

SAN

rSlSCO

ST.

-

j

'

Cottolene

1

i

makes delicious biscuit

lis

j

JANUARY SHOE SALE

Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
Attempted in Santa Fe.
All Standard Lines

At Cost
Below Cost lwa,i-l!l- "
SPOT CASH OIsTXilT
204

B. TONNIES,

West Palace Avenue.

ell

topularity.

and Price the Quality

Will be to buy your'
goods this year on a

basis of quality, not
price alone. That
will lead you to our
door, because there
is no stere which
sells QUALITY GOODS
so

Here's
other

reasonably. And

remember, during
this year that cheap

Before the lecture began Miss Marion liurroughs tang very sweetly a
Jsclo which won her rounds of ap
plause to whicli she responded.
Many of the pictures were greeted
vith applause as they were thrown on
the canvas, but none elicted such
and prolonged applause as did
the picture of Governor McDonald.
gen-e'ou-

battleships in this year's naval apupon
propriation were determined
today by the house naval affairs committee by a vote of 14 to 7. Six destroyers, four submarines, one supply
ship and one transport will also be
provided.
The new dreadnoughts

Put

.

that
It
pays In the
atall

8

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Oua lit v.

Cottolene,

C-fn.'-

-

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

one-thir- d

er butter or
lard.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

J

H
Fire,
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INSURANCE
Life," Accident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

'

NEW MEXI0AN PKINTING
.Local AgentB for

a

"Elastic" Bcckcase

Y
tIi

and Desk combined.

R
l

.

A Desk Uni with few ot
Jewred.
many Book Units

The only ptrfect combination
d.fc and tookraseevef made.

Roomy, convenient attrac- tive. we want to snow you
iu advantages aod possi- bilities. C; u, write ot phone

CO.
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Y
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Qyiigfla.
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REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc!

Surety

Bonds

All

Kinds.

Of
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WICKERSHAM

W. A. WILLIAMS,

SADDLE

Room 24

W.,
Telephone
DECLINES.
Wasington, D. C, Feb. 11. Attorney
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
General Wiekersham lodav
to send to the house, in nicordance
- NEW MEXICO
resolu- - SANTA FE with Kenresentative
'

BARN
THE STAR PROPRIETOR.

being richer,
use
less than eith-

BATTLESHIPS
WILL BE BUILT.
Washington, I). C, Feb. 11. Two

are to cost
approximately $15,000,00U each. The
appropriations for the first year's
goods do
always
work on all the vessels Is estimated
economical
in
prove
by the committee at about $20,000,000.
the end.
you
The adoption of the two battleships a
on
basis:
this
year plan conies as the climax of a
buying
hard fight in which the greater navy
is the thing
advocates were opposed by one conend,
tingent holding for no battleships at
which paysyou
all, and another proposing a compromise on one, the house will decide
the
question finally.
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE
Secretary Meyer and the greater
IN THE BEGINNING!
navy men had been hopeful that three
battleships might be gotten through
in this year's bill to make up the decrease the navy suffered in last
year's bill, when only one was appropriated for.

H. S. KAUNE

my point:

'WO

not

In the Cold

nu.
..... ....

i

W

FERTILIZERS
Lawn Dressing, per cwt,
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,

V.UUI

PRICES-

E.

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
Into the shoes. If you want rest and
sociates, Col. Robert M. Thompson, ccmfort for tired, aching, swollen,
William P. Brown, F. U. llayne, ami fv.eating feet, use Allen's Foot-EasKugene Scales, agreed, under a co'v It relieves corns and bunions of all
tract to buy practically the entlie tu.in and prevents blisters, sore and
m oi.iei
raw cotton crop oi
the thing for Danc- ;.utalloU8 spots.
mini iu ir.g Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
tiom it out oi uie
vember 1, 1910.
for Breaking in New Shoes, it is the
To the seven other counts in t'ii fieatest comfort discoverey
of the
indictment, Patten pleaded not guilty ape. Try it today. Sold everywhere,
and they were nolletl by the court.
25 cts.
Don't accept any substitute.
Washington, V. C, Feb. 11 The For FUKIC trial package, address
remaining defendants in the cotton Allen S. Olmsted, I.e Roy, N. Y.
corner case probably will be
in the development of justice to it ii, his reason for wi liiinUlin:; bench
cure what is regarded as a Haw m warrants issued on
imlk'tmert:,
the pending indictment.
against John D. Arclilit.'d and oilier
Patten's plea of guilty was by iitand'.ird Oil officials cliii?.i!:;4 viola
law.
agreement with the government. At- tirn of the Sherman an Irti-- l
lu
torney General Wiekersham consent- The attorney general reju'cl. a
iliai II
ed to the arrangement because of the approval of Preside'. i Th'
as incompatible wU i id public in- supposed error in the indictment
which, while charging a conspiracy terest to dim lose Uie 4 nation at this
to buy up cotton, emitted the allega- - time.
tion of withholding it from sale. Soli- citor General Bullitt admitted in uie MEXICAN OFFICIALS HAVE
was
RELEASED ROY RANKIN.
supreme court, the indictment
Three justices of
probably faulty.
San Dingo, Cal., Feb. 11 Roy K.
the supreme court in a dissenting Rankin, the Los Angeles
detective
opinion and the lower court, justices .ho was shot and badly wounded by
the indictments a Mexican soldier at Tl .luana, lower
also had declared
faulty.
California, last Sunday, has been re
New York, N. M., B'eb. 11. Patten, leased by Mexican ollieials and will
The order
Lugene ICcales, of Texas, and others ,"e brought here today.
were indicted by a federal grand jury iv as issued by the ,Tefe Politico of the
here more 'than a year ago, for ma-- j northern district, lower California, afnidation of the cotton market, The'ler a ful.1, statement had been
from Rankin for use at the
government charged that their
constituted restraint o trade The soldier's trial.
Rankin and fi. L. Rockwell, another
and carried
defendants demurred
their case to the supreme court, which Los Angeles officer, were In Ti.lmma,
t is said, in connection with the dis-recently ruled against them.
of an $S00 check issued
appearance
attorPatten's
W.
Merrick,
George
Iron Works of ixis
ney, issued a statement saying his by the Llewellyn
client had entered his plea,, without Angeles. It was stated by Mexican
rfiiclals today that the soldier, Joany consciousness of being guilty of
E. Marquez, might, have been in
seph
in
or
moral
offending
turpitude
fry
with the men wanted by the
league
law
the slightest degree against any
detectives.
or proper rule of conduct.
A
RUSSIAN MOB
LYNCH THIEF.
DR.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 11. A double
FINE LECTURE lynching occurred today near Kharkov. A mob of five thousand peasants
stormed the jail, demolished the buildThe lecture given last evening in
ing, seized a horse thief and lynch
Uie assembly room of the high scliool cd him. Then
they proceeded to tin
to
be
ry Dr. V. E. Garrison, proved
and repeated the perfordepot
police
one of the greutest attractions of the mance with another horse thief who
scuooi year. jivery seat m uie
confined there,
the
audience room was. occupied andi"B;v;ag
was
supplemented by
seating capacity
mauy chairs placed along the aisles,
the lecture, "Piciuresque and Indus-liial New Mexico,'' was an illustrated!
one, show ing by means of pictures
thrown on the convas many beauty
ot our state, as wen as its tuaus- tries. There are many of our citizens
who live on the plains and knew little
of the deep lanyons and rugged teuKs
Cottolene ' creams up" so
i t our mountain
ranges; there are
others who have but little conception beautifully that it makes delioi the wealth of our broad rantiee cious biscuits
light, flaky,
und fertile valleys. Thia lecture of
and soggi- from
free
grease
ui. Garrison's is calculated to educate
the different sections of New Mexico FieSS. They almost melt in
tr a more complete comprehension of your mOUth.
me weauu aim vaaiiiesB ut uur ukiuj
.
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We Are Closing Out ALL WINTER GOODS AT REDUCED

210 5AN FRANCISCO ST.,

1

Your Best Resolution

FOR

FOOT-EAS-

GO,

Ladies' Muslin Wear, Laces and
Embroideries.

125 Palace Ave
USE ALLEN'S

GOODS

DRY

Five

SPECIAL SHOWING!

LINDHARDT.

to tell of the benefit received from
Cottolene is the perfect
,
resources.
Cardul.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
The fine audience last evening was shortening
3 Vegetable pTO-vv.
,
surely Indicates the great value of this
pleased with all that they heard 0UCt
taint
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
WlUlOUtUie
ipOSSJDie
and saw. In the words of Superin- Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Women.
is
better
far
animal
of
who
introduced the
Wagner,
Cardul is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try it.
sneaker. "The occasion was a very and more wholesome than
Write to : Ladies' Advisory Dept., ChattaN. B
appy one, a sort of a home coming lard.
It will give equally as
nooga Vfdicine Co., Chattanooga, Tcnn., for Uprcvu
the citizens,
book. "Home Treauol glair, when
parents,
Inrtnictifma. and
lor Women." sent In plain wrapper, an rquel
our
of
friends and pupils
public good shortening results as
to hear about
si.hools, assembled
butter, and Cottolene is usu
their native land from one of their
one-thir- d
ovn number.' ror ur. uarnson is ally
seems
It
in
butter's
Santa
not a stranger
Fe,
KAUNE
price.
ke home to him. And the large audian
ence that greeted him on thiB occasecono
Where Quality Governs the Price ion was a line tribute to his deserved

H.S.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

FINELY GROUND

E

fat It

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

GASPER ST.

,.

V.

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

ARTICLES
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
in
Hammered
Lamps; Desk Sets
Letter Racks;
Brass and Copper;
Blotters;
Paper Cutters; Rocker
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Racks;
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
and
Hammered
Holders;
Copper
Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special orders made on short notice.
HAND-MAD-

j

Next Door to Postoffice.

104 DON

Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a complete break down In health, some time
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from thia
place. "I was very weak and could
not do any work. I tried different
remedies, but they did me no good,
One day. I got a bottle of Cardui. It
did me so much good, I was surprised,
and took some more.
Before I took Cardul, I had headache
and backache, and sometimes I would
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
and can do all kinds of housework. I
think It Is the greatest medicine on

earth."
In the past fifty years, thousands of
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

j

fN

GARRISON'S

McGSLL

BROKE

Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

See Us

MRS.

j

r

Arts m Crafts
-

Ve-w-

Munro-Fergnsso-

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAIGHLIN,

of

Now York, Feb. 11. James A.
the cotton and grain Hpecuhilor,
court
pleaded guilty in the federal
here today to the sixth count in an in-- ,
dietment charging him with restraint
o trade.
Mr.
Patten
Judire .Mayer fined
$l,0lli), which was paid immediately,
New Orleans, ha., Feb. ll. -- Tlie
three members of the cotton "bull
poor indicted jointly with .lames A.
Patten, in connection witli the cotton
bull campaign of three years ago, will
m,t peni guilty to the federal imlirt- meiit in New York, according to a
statement given to the Associated
p,.P88 today by W'm. P. Brown,
,
york Feb, j,.Th,. Bi!itU
Patten,

i

Embroideries,

II

SUM OF $4,000

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested In the Persona Column, the
New Mexican requestn its readers to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this .column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com'
munications sent by mail should bear

the signature

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

CALL

PATTEN IS FINED

PERSONALS

I903

Incorporated

I8S6

Established

PAGE
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aHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Pure Distilled
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from
water.
Mineral
water. Agent for Manitcu Sprinf
Santa Fe, New Mex.
35 J

TELEPHONE

-

J

-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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Santa Fe New Mexican
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,0

R. J. PALEN,

President.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Saute Fe Postoffice
Published Dally
The Saata Fe New Mexican
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The flew Mexican Review
Mexicano
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo
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.
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SUBSCRIPTION
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THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES
Open the Year Round.

la

Illustrated Booklet

the Valley ranch

$1.50

--:-

Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Account opened. Letter of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupon collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfer of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive fund for our t me Certificate
of Deposit
Confer with our officer In regard to your banking
business.

Sent On Request

the valley ranch

--

need.

t-day

50

Weekly, six month

in 1870.

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing condition. This bank ha successfully withstood all the
country' financial and commercial disaster for over
forty year. It management ha regarded safety a of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rule Its policy, but the bank is not living on it history
but depend for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenrime

11.25
.

Organized

Growth

RATES

15.0 Dally Pr Ouarfsr, by mill
. . . K.'jO Dally per quarter, by oarrier.

Vice-Preside- nt.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Charles M. Stauffer

J. Wight fiiddings .

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting

11, 1913.

'raid that 'they will be flimflammed, ered somewhat of an honor out of the
or afraid someone will make a little ordinary extraordinary it might be
coin wnue maKing me imyiuvo..,. ..... tfrmed.
But when the house resolves Itself
I do not know, but for mercy sake,
let's get our eyeB open and let a little i:ito a committee of the whole house,
life soak intcnre and give this wonder- which happens now and then, a member of the house presides as chairSomething happened to that salary ful old city a chance.
bill in the house yesterday.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
If we had the spirit here that man and the speaker takes a seat on
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
tlie nenule of Demiug or the floor that is on a chair on the
Some way or another, the Old Guard
Roswell, for instance, we would have tioor.
FOUR PER CENT
Per
Annum
Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Interest
can't
in the legislative house
just
the
On one of these occasions
2i),00'0 people in Santa Fe now.
com- teem to learn the lesson.
lii
a
use
itself
into
resolved
duly
Wake up, wake up!
!
r.iittee of the whole house and Judge
TO LIVE LONG.
Page's new salary bill introduced in
from
a long, long O. T. Toombs, representative
live
to
want
Do
you
like the muzBUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J the senate yesterday isriile
nineties? Well. Union county and father of a State
its obso- time, way up Into the
zle loading squirrel
vou can do it so a doctor says. He Normal School for Clayton, N. M.,
lete.
Ives in Washington where so many was made chairman. The judge did
HERE TO STAV
come from, the honors and did them well. But
Madero is among the also ran or stiange and funny tilings
Jt is not difficult to understand why the
when congress is in ses- - bje and bye, things began to warm
dis- esuecially
as
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
the
Proalso
the
press
running,
the
raisup. Representative Blanchard
Republican party should endeavor In create the impression that
haven't definitely located sion.
jMANCFACTURER OF
patches
continue
organization
the
will
not
splendid
and
susare
ed
act
a
discouraged
is
and
of
the
life
order
gressives
judge
point
The way to do this long
Baileta
national
Blankets,
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
in
Rugs,
the
political
second
in
inthe
place
the
an
young party
that placed
to stop attending any social gather- tained the point of order. In
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
were
field..
a
dozen
half
to
bed
stant,
single
every
legislators
early
go
Our ancient friend George Albright, ings;
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
.
mil. ue urn
It IS 1101 U) ue WOIIUPIWI
e,u..vu
In tho ritv trv. night; eat with great regularity, but on the floor explaining the nice points
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
,
to
and
it
the
about
of
the
situation
Judge,"
shattered and rent by dissension within its own ranks, .mourn De
w ,vhv ,B a tvnogranhical eartily, use only the plainest
t0
Send for Price List and Full Information.
and attempting rehabilitation.
foodsdon't use tobacco, and that's bring apparent that he was in the
1 19 Don
v rong, although unwittingly
Gaspar Avenue.
so, the
.
Hut it is to be wimdered at that this party, carrying but two states
all.
judge, who above all is a gentleman
at the national election last tall, should expfct to absorb that party which; Tne Rosweli Record says that somel All you have to do is not to do
,
it in the great race, and is now the second political organization in
Roswell is stealing pigeons, thing vou want to do, that's all. As o' the first water, apologized to the
the 1'nited States.
The Roswell' Record is such a sus- - for me, I would rather go out once in house, to II r. Blanchard and everya while to the movies or to a good one else and reversed his ruling. Then
The Progressive party is not one of mushroom growth, or built on a pioious paper, anyhow,
play; sit up a little late if there is Mr. Blanchard arose and showed the
crumbling foundation, it was born, hs the Republican party was born, out
The Pecos
Valley News is ali anything to sit up for; eat what I jidge where certain, inalienable and
of a great, vital, paramount issue, which involved the very life of the na-- ;
over the question of want to, if I can afford it, and use
iv. fought up
tiou.
rights, made that point of order
The judge
the only logical course.
The issues of today are as important and grave as those of half a cen-- whether Pecos Valley bees are Injur-- -j uncco.
tons to Pecos Valley peaches. Do Pej. know
that puts me out of the was becoming flustered; he realized
tury ago, as they touch the very life of our people.
bees
"S?
.ninety class, but I would rather have it but with a mighty bang of the
There is not now a demand for revolution or appeal to arms, for there.51 v'aIley
more enjoyment and less length of gavel, he demanded order on the floor
. .
.
.. . not o
im.iPiit i.f KenMvation or division. The one aim is for a higher patriot- fan Marcial has decided
.n;yearg. Anyway, I don't see anything rnd said:
ism: to make what the flag stands for, a real, living thing; to protect the
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
turn
"Boys, you are a shooting parlia
and
conditions
to
a
particularly inviting in being past
equalize
rights of all instead of the interests cf few;
1
me
but
at
law
"u
us
conducts
fast,
one
pretty
mentary
that
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
muvV
nsirte from the road, leading toward plutocracy, into
AMERICAN PLAN.
D""n:nety.
.
wouiu De sucn
in the- hnsir.- document that iiai ciai, incorporation
intti1nl finH TirnniiKPtt
One thinks of that age as sort of have tried to do the right thing and
u.
r
unuiu i"i rn,,u.ni"i'
ncoloua "'inh ' anvlinnI
so
as
can
make it, have done the
far
toothless dotage anyway, and you are
gave us life.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
,
r'ght thing. The ruling of the chair
We are but seeking to make better the industrial nnd social conMr. Gallegos
would abolish the c,t especially wanted anywhere, and is that the chair stands
that's
pat;
nation
ditions of the American people, and to give the citlzenshhip of the
But. Mr. Gallegos J8:vhats tlle u8e of Bolng all through final now look
mounted police.
at your i'.ands and see
of abstemiousness in
the control of their own affairs; to overthrow the present autocratic boss not alone. Some of his esteemed
s
v. hat you've got."
one
to
odd
be
rule which has become absolute, and the special privilege interests which
likes,
ninety
just
would abolish the onCie thing
Needless to say, a house of reprealone are considered.
state government if they thought they years old and sit in a chair all day
summer."
all
it
if
on
out
this
line
takes
it
sentatives in New
will
and be regarded as in the way.
"We
Mexico, that
fight
could.
couldn't understand that kind of a rulThere will be no surrender.
There's nothing in it.
o
I would rather get a chance to go to ing couldn't understand anything. The
The senate, on the motion of Mr.
"
decided to
has
the
pub- a good play once
iumi
in a while back '
Holt,
ACTION
BUT
DATA
NOT
rif?ht then and there.
order'
lic
bill
for
in
moneys
and
and
there
the
then
go
east,
a
to
set
millions
or
up
Rooms
Young John has given ten of the Rockefeller
However, that Is merely an incident '
His special aim is to learn more about white la view of the situation, we feel that have a nice broiled live and the trim-bureau of social hygiene.
ii is our humble duty to commend the mings and then do it
of
and
next
the
legislative
the
judge's
days
again
slavery. And, of course, to stop it. if he can. For merely learning about senate.
and have a few enjoyments of: sit ion in the matter was ably explain- an evil is worth little unless what you learn teaches you what to do.
cold
that kind than to be 97 or M8 like thel?d by himself later when he was call- We think well of young John's motives, lie might use the money
mis-- ,
Where
Madero
the
sad
made
upon for a statement by the
AVashington man, at the expense of
to make more white slaves. Many sons of rich men do. Not only by perof his life was that he did not jno
outings, no good eats, no smokes, mon Gink. The judge simply said;
sonal profligacy. Indeed, least of all by that. For at worst a rich rake, in
tnoot Felix Diaz when he had a and in the end be called
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
'My boy, the ultra nicities in such
just "old man;
his short life, can corrupt only a lew victims abused nature soon puts chance. This
may sound a trlfla cyld Giddings," and he looked upon with ceremonies, I always have eschewed
Far greater is the power of wealth by sordid
a limit to his debauchery.
Hooded, but it has excellent piece- - pity and as a norl.ibIe example of real! What could be more lucid and to the
greed to exert a pitiless economic pressure before which underpaid women dents in Mexico,
old age.
That was exactly the view
point?
in numbers yield perforce.
A little less length of years,
for the house in committee of the whole
But are we greatly in need of fun her information on this subject? Don't
The Portales Heraldits
advises
mine, and a little more enjoyment of house took of the matter but there
we already know enough to justify our doing something more than seek new readers to grow popcorn.
However, the
things we were intended to enjoy. v as none, except Judge Toombs who
data?
come of the readers of the Portales
of years is not all there Is to could have phrased it so graiefully.
Length
We know, for instance, that wh' n we pay to a girl who wants to sup- Herald have been anxious
to grow
as one house member aftei wards
port berself by honest work a wage below a decent standard of living we most anything that would grow, in it. Some can put in more in a less But
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
establish a strain which sooner or later she cannot withstand. No bureau tecent years, in eastern New Mexico. number, and it occurs to me, that after said:
"We all knowed what the judge was
all, that is the way to live.
of hygiene is needed to make that clear.
mm
WE'VE SEEN HIM.
We know that in many industries such a low wage standard now pretalking about. It was his jack pot."
According to the Belen News some
We have each of us seen him, the
No bureau of social hygiene is needed to acquaint us with that one broke into a
While relaxing none of his natural
vails.
store
last
clothing
who knows it all.
fact. Its appalling presence stares at us on every hand.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
dignity, Judge Toombs is one of the
Saturday night and departed with fellow
He can tell you when and why andi people. He understands his fellowman
We know that when we let speculators in land pocket the land values $100 worth of new clothing.
This
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
which society itself creates, instead of taking this increment for society's seems to us, to be purely a fabrication. how it all happened, in fact, he knew and so long as his fellowman is not
Central Location.
purposes, we add to the cost of living among the poor, doom them to herd Think of anyone in Belen having flOO it was going to happen and he Is tho Irying to hand the judge any packone who says: "I told you so."
the
believes
in abominable tenements, destroy the wholesome safeguard of privacy and worth of new clothing on hand!
in pot handirfe
age,
judge
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
There are a good many specimens any one else any packages.
.
thus raise up a set of conditions tending to make the social evil worse.
to
is
conscience
sensitive
We're very glad to know that young John's
They are having a real interesting cf the genus bore, extant, but there
Toombs
one
is
of
those
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your duty to give them your assist- ante. Willard Record.

Clogged Bowels a
Menace to Health
Constipation at Bottom of Most Serious Illnesses Avoided by
a Simple Remedy.
Trace the origin of the common ills
ol life and almost invariably you will
find that constipation was the cause.
It is not to be expected that a mass
of fermented food can remain In the
B.stem beyond its time without vitiating; the blood and affecting the nerves
and muscles. It congests the entire
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'it the Public Improvement commit'
TISt?
001116.
In the n
t
iootinoin
tran.
the
further
JalUlnnii
Mexico,
rpl,l
slump
n
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tee in their quick action relative to a
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FOR TORRANCE COUNTY.
jhome, where his wife, a consumptive,
President.
Tell your story to
BENITO
ALARID,
were
abroad
metal
market
copper
Refuse
uine 0Q reliable,
anything DAVID
The Torrance Development associa- awaits the arrival of what Dr. Held
sugar beet factory. Through the ef2,000,000
GONZALES, Secretary.
Readers
eiae offered.
forts 6f this committee we bad here tion met in regular session here last hopes will be a cure for her. D ici' -- bearish influences.
Twelve Dollars.
were
Bonds
heavy.
Held has enough bacili only for one
two representatives of sugar beet Monday.
F. W. FARMER w"e will place your
advert!
Prices did not rebound when there
Both of these gentlemen
companies.
Considering the bad roads and dis- - patient, he declared.
No. aient Jn 25
Homestead
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
newspapers'
leading
in
and
a
was
this
the
selling
ruade very interesting talks on the agreeable weather, there was a good
pause
Doctor Held was met at quarantine
Brother! day issue, for $12 per insertion. De
sugar beet industry. Springer Times. crowd in attendance and business r t by Dr. Milton H. Foster, of the Ellis led to renewed offerings for both ac- hood of Ameri2
scriptive circular FREE.
lost
Pacific
MONTEZUMA.
great importance to the association Island health service, and questioned j count8' Union
can Yoemen.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Dr. J. M. Diaz, City.
was transacted.
CAN'T LIVE ON CLIMATE.
In behalf of the United States eov-- Reading 2 and other favorites from 1
Meets first Fr.
AGENCY,
Colin Neblett, Silver City.
Should any of our subscribers fail
One of the most important features eminent about the Friedmann cure. to
iday of the
Taos, New Mexico.
S.
W.
tc receive this paper reguiarly we of the organization, if .my on thing; Dr. Friedrich Franz Friedmann, the
Albuquerque.
was
Hopewell,
of
four points
Rumelys break
month
at
the
M. O. Cutton, Denver.
will consider it a favor if they will can be called the most .'mportant, w.13 German scientist who discovered the due to the announcement of news of
Firemen's Hall.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
notify us at once so we c m look after that of advertising, w' ich was thor-- i serum, last month was offered $1,000.- - new financing.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
e
K.
Dentist.
B.
D.
Sellers, Albuquerque.
frr- 000 by Charles E. Flnlay, a banker of
the matter. And by the w.t.', if any of oughly discussed and plans wi.-Renewals having been made at 4
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
J. McChavez, Abiquiu.
them happen to have a dollar or so rmlated for a systematic campaign,
this city, if he would cure 95 out of r er cent. little encouragement was de
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
that they cannot make a good use of. Again we wish to urge upon ail sood mo patients to be placed under his r,Ved from the easing up late of the P. Maes, Walsenburg, Colo.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Phone Red 6.
not
Hugo R. Bruryer, Denver.
end their subscriptions are ia arrears citizens of our couj.y. who a
to 3
l of call loans
Office Hours g a. rn. to 5 p.
A. C. McAllister, Frisco, Cal.
New points of weakness
cropped
Department of the Interior, U. S.
O. W. Gauss, Duluth, Minn.
Aid
by Appointment.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb- cut in the stock market especially
John D. W. Veeder, Las Vegas.
1913.
New York Central, which sold at the
C.
D.
1,
E.
H.
ruary
Meyer, Washington,
lowest since 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
W. H. Rhodes, Denver.
DR.
Gurule. of La Jara. N. M.. who. on
E. Barela, San Rafael.
The market closed steadier. Full
June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry; Office 202 Wafer Sf., KOUTS, I to J P. M
W. H. Merchant, Carlsbad.
operators were discouraged by some
C. J. Dawe, Denver.
AO. UJJUI5, ior dw
mi
u.
section JO,
of the large blocks which caje out
C. W. McClintosh, Chicago.
Townish 22 N., Range 1 W., N. M. P.
bV,
Phones
as prices kept getting lower and esI
0
IOenCe, 7 J
C. R. Young, Roswell.
Meridian, has filed notice nf 1ten.
pecially in steel, where the short
Roswell.
J. C. Gilbert,
tici, to make five year proof, to e
selling seemed to be
Work. Portable Coils to be
EUROPEAN.
Fractional rallies were made in the
used at patient's home.
E, Y. Gonzales, Monte Vista, Colo scribed, before Charles W. Hoi man,
Ask
last few minutes, aside from SouthD. D. Raley, Monte Vista, Colo.
V S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., o March
ern Pacific, which made a new low
grown-u- p
J. R. Stanley, Albuquerque.
Id, 1913.
C.
M. D.'
price.
A. J. Cannon, El Paso.
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
Sure
and Surgeon.
Physician
R. W. Enos, City.
Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran,
Rooms
Lauehlin Bide. Calls
V. P. Mitchell, Rocky Ford, Colo.
NO ACTION TO
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M-i attended
promptly day or night.
CORONADO.
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N, M,
BE TAKEN ON
9 to 11 a. m., 2 to 4
Office Hours:
H. A. Ballard, Encino.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.
SINGLE TERM William Winkle, Encino.
Register.
Juan B. Valdez, Blanco.
'Albino Baca, of Galisteo. N. M.; NesCleofes A'aldez, Blanco.
11.
The
Feb.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Washington, I). C.
tor Gallegos, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Ambrosio Martinez, La Madera.
Department of the Interior.
Clayton resolution for a constitutionManuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M.
Roman Tcnorio, Pinos Wells.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
al amendment for a six year single
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Jan. 10. 1913.
presidential term effective in 1921, to
Register.
Notice is hereby given that FerAdvice
exempt Taft, Wilson or Roosevelt
to
over
was
nando Gonzales, of Pecos,
N.
put
from its operations,
M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
who, on Dec. 28, 1905, made Home- Department of the Interior,
the next congress today by the house
stead Entry No. 07110, for NW
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
judiciary committee.
Section 22, Township 14 N., Range
This indicates that no action will be A Real Lira Doll to Fondle b Woman
January 28, 1913.
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noa
Greatest Happmeu.
Notice is hereby given that
taken on the Works single term restice of intention to make five year
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
olution already passed by the senate.
proof, to establish claim to the land de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
above
before
described,
Register who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home-anDOCTORS CAN'T FIND
Receiver, IT, S. Land Office, at stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
NAIL INSIDE CARPENTER.
Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 13, 1913.
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N.,
SW
and
Media, Pa., Feb. 11. George DangClaimant names as witnesses:
N
NW
is
Section
NW
of
SW
Glen
'Riddle,
a
ler,
carpenter
Encarnacion Gonzales,
Antonio 6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
dangerously ill in the Media hospital
Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel P. Meridian, has filed notice of
as the result of swallowing a
rvna of thA most ImnorUnt matters abtut
tion to make five year proof, to es- all of Pecos, N. M.
nail.
which women concern themselves is their
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tablish claim to the land above de- It was Danglers custom to keep his future status as a grandmother. And aho
of or learns
Register. scribed, before Register and Receiver,
mouth filled with nails while at work. ls wisdom Itself who Snows
that famous remedy, Mother's Friend.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
He suffered no pain until he was eat- - of
This Is an external application for the
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
uncon
he
fell
It cer- abdominal muscles and breasts.
ing his supper, when
has a wonderful Influence, allays all
Claimant names as witnesses:
scious to the floor. He was hurried talnly banishes
is a most grateful
all
fear,
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, ot Leyla,
Department of the Interior, ' U. S.
...., fin ...I tni.t. .a pain,
to the hospital.
the vnunty
YriprtJinf.
The pain left him just as soon as he mother, and permits her to go through the Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M., Janu- - N. nr., Antonio Villamieva, Agustin
V'a's placed in bed, but all efforts ot licriuu UHlpy iu iuuiu, irrv lu uvuj auu ary 14th, 1913.
Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. M.
ttiua destined to anticipate woman's greatMANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
the physicians to locate the nail have est happiness as nature
intended she should.
good,
Register.
The action of Mother's Friend makes the Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
failed. It is feared he will die unless
food
and responsive to exwill be used. muscles free, pliant
1908. made Homestead
14th,
it is removed. The
January
tension
and
upon
all
strain
pansion. Thus
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St., King-Nfind food
difficult
NE
Entry No. 05420, for N
the nerves and llframents ls avoided, and,
In place of a period of discomfort and conSee- - eton, N. Y. (full name furnished on
NW
'
NE
SW
"UNSETTLED CONDITIONS."
in mind
sequent dread, it is a season of calm repose tion 9,
Suppose you
Township 10 N., Range 12 E., 'application) had such decided benefit
Washington, D. C, Feb. 11. Dis- - and
Joyful expectation.
- There Is no nausea, no morning sick- N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice from using Foley's Honey and Tar
trlct Attorney Frederick, who
no nervous twitching, none of that of intention to make Five Year proof. Compound that she shares her good
ed to the sgtate department in behalf ness,
constant strain known to so many women,
She writes:
of Roy E. Rankin of Los Angeles, hence Mother's Friend is really one af the to establish claim to the land above fortune with others.
Honey and Tar' Compound
was advised today that be- greatest blessings that could be devised. described, before Register and
Calif.,
.
This splendid and certain remedy can be ceiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, brought my voice back to me during a
cause of the unsettled condition of bad
of any druggist at 11.00 a bottle, and
the federal government at 'Mexico la sure to prove of Inestimable value, not N. M., on the 21st day ot February, severe case of bronchitis and laryn-1913- ..
his
make
upon the mother, but upon the health
only
better
he
bad
jgitis. Oh how many people I have reappeal end future
City,
PMtum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mkh.
of the child. Write to Bradfleld
For
commended
sale
to."
all
it
names
as
Lower
Claimant
by
of
witnesses:
to
direct
the governor
f AO. Ijmi, RM... Atlanta.
Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N. M.; druggists,
Oa.. forihelr book U expectant votlten.
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Like Good Things In Them.

M. DIAZ,

ay

the children about it. Think it over yourself for you are a
child.

'

COUNTER,
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it's Truethat's why the dish ran away with the spoon that time.
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Mother's

To Her Daughter
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Post Tavern
Special

delights most everybody it is such a
pure, wholesome blend of
flavours of wheat, rice and corn.
the delicate
to
a
more nourishing and palatable.
It is
have this rich, creamy, hot porridge
for

2
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Tomorrow's Breakfast
At Grocers Everywhere.
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M. C. EMB.
FLOSS
Line of
colors. Also full line of PRINCESS
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
The following certificate of incor-Al- .
McCoy. J. Wight Oilddlngs, George;
colors for use in working trie new poration was filed today in the office W. Armijo, A. L. Morrison, ('liarJes M.
PULOWS,
SCARFS.
line of LIBRARY
rf the state corporation commission:
Light, George V. Prirliard, lxla C.
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
"Certificate of incorporation of The Armijo. Olive Emiis Hile. O. Volney
A,
etc., which are the late designs just Society for the Preservation of Span-- ' Howard, J. II. Crist. Cranville
received.
i; h Antiquities in New Mexico.
Richardson, Jose AUaino I.ucero, J. V.
"We, the undersigned, all of whom Tully, W. E. Wnnchard, M. fV.yO.tero,
w m. u. hargeni, u in
. K. damson,
aie citizens of the United States, and W
i. i,va (linn lmlf nf ulinm are residents H. Lapoint, P. Monero, Ronian U l.nca.!
Aiovlnn liorohv nrinnie a cor Elmer E, Veeder, W. T. Thornton. II.
r,f
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
M. Read, 13. M. Cutting. John S, Clark,
poration. under and in pursuance of
M.
V. Mills, Nestor Montoya, A. J.
1
of
the
of
'the
Chapter
provisions
a nine want ad costs but a few I
and set Loomis, Samuel Eldodt, E. H. Sala-New
of
of
aws
1S80,
Mexico,
cents and brings wonderful results forth in this certificate as follows:
!ar, Jose D. Sena, Rufus J. Palen,C.
when published iu the New Mexican
"The name of such corporation Isaac Barth, Jose E. Chaves, E.
.1. Roberts,
B. C. HernanTry one.
shall he The Society for the Preser- - Abbott, C.
, ,.ti.,
m,iah AntitmiHes in 'fiw aez, Jose if. uuavez, jacouo inave.
ill. L. Ortiz. Demetrlo Perez. J. M. C,
Mexico.'
James W. Chaves, Manuel S.
Its object shall be the protection Chaves,
AiHXDO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
Salazar,
Squire Hartt, Jr., Camilo Pa.
end preservation of churches, build-dilla, Malaquias Martinez, Bias San- articles
and
Cakes
of
lings,
all
landmarks,
kinds
places
Rolls,
Bread,
cbez, John Baron Burg, Venceslao
a specially, in
Pies,
Manzanares, Marcos
weaamgyaKes
our
Inmrtle
CuUns,
ana
Huune
i'o.
Ororery
Mexican occupauun (
the
M
T. D. Burns,
Q
Oreart and Holla.
Bpanjsn
j

MISS A. MUGLER

v.

Sec. 2, Twp. 11 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 11 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. SO, Twp. 11 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 2, Twp.' 11 N., It. 11 E. '
Sec. 32, Twp. 11 N., R. HE.
See. SO, Twp. 11 N., R. 11 E. .
Sec. 2, Twp. 11 N., R. 12 E.
Sec. Hi, Twp. II X.. R- - 12 E.
Stc. 32, Twp. 1 1 X., It. 12 E.
Sec. (!, Twp. 11 X., It. 12 E.
See.
Twp. 14 X. R. 11 E.
See. 2, Twp. 13 X., It. 7 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 15 X., It- - S E.
Sec. :J2, Twp. 15 X., It. S 15.
Sec. ;:, Twp. 15 X., It. 8 E.
See. 2, Twp. 15 N., It. 9 E.
.Sec. 16, Twp. 1."i'N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 15 X., R. 9 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 15 N. It. 10 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 15 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 2, Twp, 16 N., R. 8 E.
Sec. 32, Twp 12 X., U. 8 E.
Sec. 2, T.wp. 12 N., K. 9 E.
Sec. 16, Twp. 12 N, R. 9 E.
Sec 16, Twp. 12 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 12 N., B. 9 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 12 N R. 10 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 12 N R. 10 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 12 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 12 N., R. 11 E.
...
Sec. 32, Twp. 12 N., R. 11 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 12 N., R. 11 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 12 N., R, 12 E,
Sec. 16, Twp. 12 N., R. 12 13.
Sec.' 36, Twp.' 12 N., R. 12 E
Sec. 2, Twp. 13 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 16, Twp. 13 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 13 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 13 N., R. 11 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 13 N., R. 11 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 13 N., R. 12 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 13 N., R. 12 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 14 X., R. 8 E.
Sec. 16, Twp. 14 X., R. 8 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 14 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 16, Twp. 14 X., R. 9 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 14 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 14 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 10 N R. 8 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 16 N., R. 8 E.
Sec. 16, Twp. 16 N., R. S E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 16 N R. 9 E.
Sec. 10, Twp. 16 N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 36, Twp. 1G N., R. 10 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 17 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 1. Twp. 17 X., R. 9 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 17 N., R. 9 E.
Sec. 16, Twp. 17 X., It. 10 E.

Mora, both of Galisteo, were married
here laBt night.
They took out a
.
license yesterday morning.
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S.C.Buff Orpingtons

$2.00

FOB

EGGS
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PLANTS
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REPASSED
IT IS GENERALLY
PRESENT

CONCEDED

LEGISLATURE

SEVERELY CRITICISED

THAT
D. C, Feb. 11. By a
voce vote the house late today
the Webb bill to prohibit
(he shipping of intoxicating liquors
the
into "dry" states, as it passed
senate yesterday, and thereby remov- ed a parliamentary obstruction which
to delay its final passage
until another session of congress.
Supporters of the Webb bill, to pre--j
shipment of intoxicating liquors
iiito "dry states" elated by the pass
age of the bill in the senate yester
day, in place of the Sheppard-Kenyobill, found today that through a parliamentary error their long fight
might have been a futile one, so far
as this session is concerned.
The Dill, as passed by the senate,
was identical with the house measure, but when it was substituted for
the
bill, in the senate, the number of the senate bill
was allowed to remain on the passed
bill.
This, according to house parliamentarian Crisp, makes the measure
an entirely new one so far as the
house is concerned and it will have
to get on the judiciary committee,
and take its regular place on the calendar.
To secure consideration for the
senate bill on the floor of the house
during the crowded last days of the
rule with
session another special
the same parliamentary fight that accompanied the rule under which the
bill was originally passed by the
Whether a
house was necessary.
rule can be reported and forced
through the house, in the press of
appropriation bills, was considered a
grave question.

WILL BE V; Washington,

,lva

IF IT TRIES

SUCH A POLICY.

112 by Mr. Gallegos

s

Kenyon-Sheppar-

fv

J
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HITCHCOCK WANTS
GOVERNMENT TO CONTROL.
Washington, D. C, Feb.
ownership or control of
lines is again recommended by
Postmaster General Hitchcock in his
annual report transmitted today to
Hitchcock says.
congress.
"In the last annual report, the
opinion was expressed that telegraph
lines in the United States would be
made a part of the postal system and
with the
operated in conjunction
mail service.
It is believed under
proper management, such a consolidation would result in important economics and permit adoption of lower
telegraph rates. Now that a postal
savings system has been established and a parcel post provided for,
there would seem to be no better opportunity for the profitable extension
of our postal business than through
the adoption of a government telegraph system."
MR.

tele-grap- h

JEWELER

HIGH-GRAD-

E

WATCHES
f

AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable !

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

pllo"eNo--

f

if

-

t

Lincoln, thus foregoing a session
.
The resolution was favored
by the republicans and to pass it four
Democratic senators voted in the
Amative. Later the Democratic lead- ers undid this work and the bills will
probably be passed on third reading
tomorrow
The seven bills came out of committee today with amendments to
three of them.
men-row-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

HOUSE CLEANING

j

fT,

j

d
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ANDREWS

BE PASSED

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 11. What was
declared to be an effort to postpone
action on Governor Wilson's anti-trubills until after he had departed for
Washington ,was defeated by the
Democratic members of the state son-at- e
in caucus this afternoon.
They
voted to rescind a resolution passed
this morning to adjourn until next
week out of respect to the memory of

S. SPITZ,

F. ANDREWS

n

j

'

LOCAL ITEMS.

Phone No.4

MM

WEBB BILL IS

GARDEN

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.

WILSON'S BILLS
TO-MORRO- W

POLICE ABOLISHED

The introduction of senate bill No.
having for its
object the abolishment of the state
mounted police, in the senate yesterday, has caused the most bitter criticism today.
The work done by the state police
has been of Biich unquestioned good
for the state and especially the territory, during the days when the old
inriwt atr rAfrlnir tvaa r offort In
New Mexico, that any attempt to
abolish it at this time, will result in
severe criticism' of this legislature
of
R.
w
Parker.
p!lnvBV Vrflk
PHONE 246 J lOBGALISTEOST
and of every member who votes for
be
shall
of
term
existence
its
"The
Baker.
A New Denver
H Hanna, Alvan N. White.
it. While Governor McDonald has
liny jetu o.
DELEGATES NAMED...
not discussed the matter, it is said
The lnnHtinn nf this enrnnrntinn Is
has'
Governor William C. McDonald
by his friends, that he is favorable to
named delegates to the Fourth Am-- !
the maintenance of such a force as
and its registered office is at 113 Pal- which meets at:
the present state police and in that
ace avenue, in Baid city, and L Brad-- j rrican Peace Congress
St. Louis in May. They are: John A.
statuposition he will have the backing of a
is
as
ford
the
Prince
HATCHING
EGGS FOR
designated
of
J.
Thomas
O'Brien,
Pace,
Clayton;
large majority of the citizens of the
tory agent therein and in charge;
Dawson; Hiram Hadley, Las Cruces;i
new state.
thereof, upon whom process against iU. W. D.
Bryan, Albuquerque; Jeffer--I
"It is a well known fact," said a
said corporation may be served.
!son Ravnolds. Las Veeas: L. Bradford
citizen today, "that the
prominent
"In
we
made
have
witness whereof,
13
Prinoe( tormer governor of New Mex-mounted police penetrate to all parts
end signed this certificate this 15th ;.
of aanta Ffi. the Rev. A. M. Man-- !
of the state, that they are a check
The early hatched Chick makes c".ay of January, 1913.
dalarl. 8. J.. Alhiinnerone: Kdward D
upon outlawry, as is shown by the
There are 72 incorporators, whose Tittman Hillsboro; the Rev. A. D.
the Winter Layer I
work they did in preventing the hold
follow:
jf'rile, Roswell; John R. Joyce, Carlsup of the stage near Mogollon a
FRESH
EGGS TOR "THE TABLE.
.1. B. Pitaval,
Felix tad.
Archbishhop
ago. One who will take the
Martinez, L. Bradford Prince, Aniado
WATER APPLICATIONS.
trouble to run over the records of the
Manuel
Antonio
V.
Chaves,
Vigil,
The following are the water appli-- j
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
work done by this small but able
E. C. de Baca, Frank W. Clancy. cations filed in the office of the state
body of officers, can not help but be
315 Palace Ave
Phone 20U
W. H. H. Llewellyn, Albert B. Fall,
engineer:
impressed with the fact that only by
Henry L. Waldo, W. S. Hopewell, W
No. 739. E. J. Klinf, of Taos, for
their maintenance can the state prop3 second feet of flood waters diverted
erly police the many points far off
from the Asauque de la Pataca to irrailroads and out of communication
rigate 1,000 acre feet.
with the more settled districts. I do
No. 710. S. A. Corvin, Taos, the
not believe that the legislature will
BLOOMING PLANTS
same;
pass such a measure but should it do
No. 741. H. E.
,
Taos, the
so, I hope the governor will veto it
same;
and that the police force will be main742. Eli Cornott.
. No.
AND FERNS
Taos, the
tained intact."
same.
SOLDIERS ARE READY
It was reported this morning that
No. 74:!. J. W. No'.Hon, Taos, the
FOR SERVICE. if the bill to abolish the state police
same;
failed, that an effort would be made
7
IVn 7!H!
V Rfwpra
Tunc ill,.!
(Continued from page onel.
to prevent any appropriation for the
same.
force being made, thereby rendering
SANTA FE COUNTY.
that his words were almost inaudible. it
inoperative.
4
The list enumerated below contains His closing-senten- ceindicates
that
'lie vacant school ana Institutional
lands in the above county on Novem- the government will take care of the
ber 1st, 1912. The same are subject dependents of the dead members of
to lease for grazing or agricultural the expedition.
Of the five explorers who perished,
X
X ,
purposes.
THE WEATHER. :
Blank applications or further infor- Captain Scott, Dr. Edward Wilson and V
For X
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.
mation in regard to the rental price Petty Officer E. E. Evans, were mar-r'eLocal snow this X
Mexico:
may be had on application to this
Captain L. E. O. Oates and
office.
afternoon and tonight or Wednes- - X
Lieutenant" H. R. Bowers were ijingle.
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
TO EAT
Sec. 2. Twp. 10 N., R. 7 E.
The merchants ana ship owners oi S day. Colder weather in east X
Si
Sec. 32, Twp. 10 N., R. 8 E.
Cardiff, from ' which port the Terra V portion tonight.
Sec. 2, Twp. 10 N., It. 9 E.
Nova sailed for the Anarctlc, are arSec. 2, Twp. 10 N., R. 10 E.
ranging to erect a statue of Captain
IN TELEPHONING
Sec. :!, Twp. 10 N., R. 10 K.
Scott.
The New Mexican, If your business
Sec. 2, Twp. 10 N R. It K.
about advertising, subscriptions or
Sec. 16, Twp. 10 N., R.
E.
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan- lj
Job work, please call up "31 W." If
Sec. .12, Twp. 10 N., R. 11 E.
ley, Indiana, says he would not take
you wish to speak to the editor or give
Sec. 2. Twp. 10 N., R. 12 E.
J100.OO-- for the relief a
single box of any news, pleat-- phone "31' J."
Sec. Id, Twp. 10 N., R. 12 E.
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
Sec. 32, Twp. 10 N., R. 12 E.
4
a revere attack of kidney trouble with
For Sale 2 horses, 4 cows. The
Sec. 2, Twp. H N., R. 7 E.
sharp pains through my back and Bishops ranch.
Sec. 10, Twp. 11 N., R. 7 E.
could hardly straighten up. A single
Sec. 16, Twp. 11 N., R. 8 E.
City Council The city council will
box of Foley Kidney Pills
entirely reSec. 2, Twp. 11 N., R. 9 E.
lieved me." For sale by all druggists meet at 7:30 o'clock tonight at the
court house.
Step to the Phone and Say it
Whether you need a necessity or lux-ury, you can depend upon our phone
Zook's
service and prompt delivery.
Pharmacy.
The leading candidates are working
subscriptions good and strong and
they are gaining fast. Why not you?
District
Overruled
Demurrer
Judge E. C. Abbott overruled the deLrY
j
murrer of the plaintiff in the case of
Sandell vs. Norment.
WW
i
Billard will make
your abstraxts
I
X right.
'
Candidates, do you know that a
MexNew
to
the
year's subscription
It is easy to see which of the candidates have gone Into
ican will count 0000 votes. Worth
this race with the Intention of taking one of the main
your while to look them up.
We Deliver the Goods Whatever
successful
prizes. There will have to be FORTY-FIVX your purchase may be, in whatever
candidates and you might as well be one. Let your friends
section of the city you reside, we'll
know that you are In the race and you will be surprised
deliver to your door. Our service will
to see how many vttes you will get that you know nothing
please you. Zook's Pharmacy.
41 degrees was the range
From
of.
in temperature yesterday and the
THERE ARE OVER 100 MORE NOMINATED CANDIDATES
humidity was 76 per cent. It was a
who are eligible to enter the race at any time; in fact,
partly cloudy day with snow flurries
in the forenoon.
votes
been
all
credited
have
a
and
with
thousand
they
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
these will be added to the list as they actively enter.'
The finest rooms in the city, having
electric light, steam heat and baths.
IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE BIGGEST PROPOSITION
The European Hotel,
centrally loever pulled off in Santa Fe and as the contest waxes
cated.
State Progressive Headquarstronger the contestants will become more active. The
ters in the hotel.
main prizes are worth it, and you are making a mistake in
Seeking Location Santa Fe is a
not getting busy now. Many of these candidates have
good place to live and also to do business. So thinks Earl T. Wiley, fortheir strongest efforts the first month and they will find it
merly a merchant of Leyden and now
hard to keep up until the end. There Is plenty of opporhere looking for a location.
tunity for all candidates to get In and lead the race.
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
Abstract Co. for abstract work.
ARE STILL
MONTHS OF
Meet Tonight The Horticultural
and in that time many channes can take place. Be careful and advise your friends to be sure and write your name on the ballots as the last
rociety meeting will be held this evencount showed almost five hundred votes that were of necessity thrown out by the judges as no candidate's name
appeared.
ing at the office, of the Water & Light
'
company at half past seven. All InCONTEST STORES ARE AMONG
BEST
terested are invited.
and you will have no trouble to swing the business to them. They all guarantee that the prices are the same as usual and stand back of
every
Subscriptions to the Santa Fe New
item they se
i nere is no cnance tor a taKe ana tne
prizes are oetore your eyes, some one wHJ get them and this is a strictly Santa Fe prooo- Mexican, the English and Spanish
sition and the prizes will have to stay here. No mysterious strangers to appear near the close and carry off the
veeklies count up very fast and you
prizes. The honesty and in- aiunts are at stake ana you are guaranteea a square DEAL.- icgmy or me
rhould see to it that your friends are
subscribers or pay up their subscripTHE FOURTH COUNT SHOWS
FOLLOWING VOTES CAST:
tions.
Krick
Lulu
100,565 Mrs. E. R. Wheeler
8,360 Edna Lutz
3,625 Mrs. Dr. McCarthy
1,495 Mrs. G. W. Armijo.
Heard Over the Phone Many a a
1,165
Mrs. Paul Do ran ...91.481
8,055 Polly Borrego......
3,250 Mrs. W. B. Prince. 1,450 Ruth Mendenhall. .. 1,120
Mary Quintana
order "is heard over the phone" at
Clara Gibson
7.734 Mrs. Porterfield
2,380 Mrs. J. Muralter ... 1,320 Jean Law
;e(lie-Thomas-Dora.Qanvv- 1,115
pur store. It is one of the ways in
23,875 Mrs.. G. F. McNitt.. 7,700 Mrs. Fred Hogle...
Mrt,
2,235 Lucy Ortiz
1,295 Mrs. Robert Cooper
which folks enjoy purchasing quality
1,110
Mrs.' Clay Patterson 17,555 Lucita Sena
6,000 Mrs. E. N. Paden .. 2,000 Mrs. Fred Alarid .. 1,260 Edith Hample
1,095.
drug store goods from us. Zook's
17,250 Romulda Gomez ... . 5,600 Laura B. Montoya . . 2,000 Mrs. J. M. Shimer .. 1,250 Katherlne Brown
Carmen Abreu .
., 1,085
Pharmacy.
17,105 Mrs. Chas. Parsons. 4,790 Mrs. C. F. Kanen .. 1,950 Louise Dietzel
Belle Aneya ..
1,225 Helen Knapp
Married Laat Night A pretty wed1,045
..
15,995 Margaret Miller. .. 3,835 Mrs.. Sargent
Ida Clouthier
1,755 Lola Michaelson .. . 1,210 May Closson
was that solemnized last night
1,040
ding
Ramona Baca .
10,060 Tiburcita Gonzales
3,800 Mrs. Will Parsons .. 1,675 Mrs. C. L. Bowlds . . 1,195 Anna Dietzel
at the St. John's Methodist-Episcop1,040
Frances Leeson
9,350 Nellie Nusbaum . .
3,760 Mrs. Gus Koch
1,625 Mrs. John Conway
Mrs. F. C. Blake ... 1,040
church when W. E. Berry married
1,180
Miss Adelina Holmes. The officiating
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE SANTA
NEW MEXICAN
clergyman was the Rev. J. M. ShiniCOUNT FAST. A year's subscription is good for 6,000 votes and to each of the weeklies 1,000 votes. Have
er, pastor of St. John's church. The
you ever thought of the possibilities
of soliciting subscriptions or getting your friends to pay up their subscriptions? One of the easiest ways to
bride was attired In a pretty gown of I
get away up in the race. Old subscriptions count double.
white. Mr. and Mrs, Paul Doran at, ..,
ia
tended the bridal couple. Mr. and
YOU CANNOT HAVE A PIANO WITHOUT SOME WORK
Mrs. Berry are employes of the Mon''
but It is honorable and the experience is worth all the effort that you may put in.
tezuma hotel where they are very pop,
ular with their "employers and the
patrons of'the hotel.
"
and Epifanlo1
Analla
Remedios
j

11, 1913.
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TIMF WILL SOON BE HERE

TIE FIFTY!
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LEADERS
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BRIGHTEN UP WITH SUNSHINE

Santa Fe Hardware

X

:THERE

-

THE

& Supply Co.

MAN

THE
WHO

xrnrixn

FIVE

!

KNOWS!

Ah, They're Here!
HE SHOUTS..

THE

Shoes for Men In all the
Walks of Life I Snappy
Models in Dull or Bright
Leathers, and in Tans
for the Swell Dressers,

wnitsi

THE

$5.00, $5.50

....

AND

-

.....

$6.00

Comfort Shoes with
wide toes and broad
heels and good
for the
Shoe-maki-

......

....

BUSINESS

ng

MAN!

FE

4iiAii(s

j

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00
There's not a Man with a Shoe Want we can't satisfy
IN BOTH STYLE AND PRICE.

BETTEI
SHOES

PFLUEGER'S

BETTER
SHOES

